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Composition Measurements of the Topside Ionosphere orders of magnitude; and for oxygen 
(O+),  more than the 5 orders of mag- 
Abstract. Darn frot?? a tnaarletic tnnss spectrotneter porvn on tile Explorer 31 nitude shown in the figure. This re- 
snrellire show flint the ionospllere above 1000 ki/oriz~ters I I S L I ~ ~ ~ Y  consists o f  'hy-  sults from the velocity being 
drogen ions as the predor?zirrarlr species. Between this altitude arld perigee (500 kilo- large compared to the thernral velocity 
hzeters) the dorlzinant ion species shifts to ntornic oxygen, ivith a sigrrificant atnorcnr of the oxygen ion. 
o f  atotnic nitrogen ions also present. He1iurr.r ions are present in snzall quantities Mass spectra taken when the sate{- 
at all altittrdes. Other rr-rinor  ion.^ observed are those of 2 ,  7, 8, 15, 18, and 20 lite is near perigee show tha t  major 
aton~ic rnnss units. ion peaks are at mass numbers I ,  
14, abd 16 (arnu), while minor ion 
On 29 November 19" the Explor- The satellite is oriented so that its peaks occur at mass numbers 2, 
er 31 (Direct Measurements spin axis is normal to the orbital plane. 4, 8, 18, and occasionalIy 7 ,  15, and 
was launched piggyback Thus. the mass spectrometer entrance 20. The peak at mass. number 1 is 
with the Canadian *Iouette 'I Topside aperture on the side of the satellite due to atomic hydrogen ions (El+); a t  
Sounder from the Western Test Range. alternately points .along the satellite 14, to atomic nitrogen (N-+); and  at 
The placed in an velocity vector and opposite to it. 16, to atomic oxygen (O+) .  $he III~CIO; 
prograde, 3000-kn1-ap0gee. 500-km- Since the satellite is traveling at a ion peaks (with their mass nurnbers) 
perigee orbit. The 3 1  satellite speed equal to or greater than the are tentatively identified as: deuterium 
contains experiments designed to mea- mean velocity of the ions, (2), helium (4), doubly charged oxygen 
"Ire directly various properties of the there is a ram and wake effect ex- (s ) ,  either water vapor or 01"119), 
earth's ionosphere. This report gives hibited in  the data as a modulation of neon (20). doubly charged nitrogen 
'Ome preliminary data the mag- the ion peak amplitudes. The satellite (7), and NI: (15). The latter t,wo 
netic mass spectron~eter experiment spin period is approximately sweep are seen only when there is a large 
which identifies the various positive periods. Figure , shows one roll-modu- abundance of N1% Doubly charged 
ion species in the ionosphere and gives lation cycle of data. The mass peak ions appear at half their mass n ~ i r u -  
their relative abundances. 
amplitude is relatively constant while her, since the mass spectrometer mea- 
The instrumentation flown in this the heavy ion (mass 14, 16, IS]  peaks sures the mass-to-charge ratio of .the 
consists- of a mag- are absent in nearly half of the spec- ion. 
netic sector-field mass spectrometer. tra. The predominant ion is 0+ u p  to There is in Figure 2 is a plot of the peak am- the order of 1000 km. where rile rransi- 
the instrument, since it is designed to plitudes of successive mass spectra as tion with H +  occurs. The transition aI- 
measure the relative abundances of the a function of time. These data were titude appears to vary consiiierably 
positive ions formed in the upper obtained from the Fort Myers, Fla., with latitude, local time, and possibly 
by prOcesses~ The tracking station on 14 March 1966 be- other parameters. The abundance of 
'perating are adj~ls ted  to tween 1331 and 1334 GMT. The satel- N +  varies from 5 to 31) percent of permit thermal energy ambient ions to lite altitude was 600 km at the left the 0+, and He+ is seldom more than 
enter the mass spectrometer through side and km at the right side of a few percent of the total ion densiigi. 
an aperture in the side of the satellite. the figure. It should be noted here that Therefore, it appears that He+ is not 
These ions lhen pass through the the amplitude of the roll n~odulation is an important constituent i n  the ionom 
netic having a (3'8- a Strong function of ion mass. For sphere, at least a t  the tirne these data 
cm) radius (the permanent 'lagnet has hydrogen (H+), it is about 1 order of were recorded (Decenlber 1965 
a field strength of 2200 gauss) and into magnitude: for helium (He+), 21/2 
an electron multiplier. A 5-decade log- March 1966). 
arithmic solid-state electrometer ampli- 
fier measures the output current from 
the electron multiplier. The mass spec- 
trum from 1 to 22 amu (atomic mass 
units) is continually swept by an ex- 
ponentially decreasing voltage having 
a 3-second period. 
Figure 1 shows a portion of an 
analog telemetry record taken from the 
satellite. A monitor of the sweep voltage 
is shown in the top channel and the 
mass spectrum appears below. The 
mass peaks are identified by mass num- 
ber (amu). The amplitude of the peaks 
is given in volts, this voltage being 
proportional to the logarithm of the 
ion current detected by the electron 
multiplier for each ion species. This 
ion current is a f u n c t i o n  of the num- 
ber density of that  species i n  the "jcin- 
Internal j - p i n t  amplifier calibration is shown on spcctra channel. ity of the satellite. 
1 
1331 GMT 
600  KM 
21" N 
TIME I N  SECONDS 1334 GMT 
700 K M  
1 0" N 
Fig. 2. Plot of peak amplitudes of s~~ccessive mass spectra as a function of time, 
showing roll-modulation effect. Three satellite spin periods are evident. Labels of the 
abscissa (time in seconds) read from 50 to 120, in the left portion of the figure, 
and from 10 to 120 in the right portion. 
The mass-2 ion peak is tentatively 
identified as deuterium. Its roll niodu- 
lation amplitude lies between that of 
K+  and H e + .  The n~ass-2 peak could 
also be due to doubly charged helium 
ions, but from the roll modulation 
evidence it appears that it is more 
likely a mass-2 particle (deuterium). 
. However, i f  the satellite potential 
(negative) is suficientiy large the roll 
modulation eRect cannot be used to 
distinguish a singly charged particle 
from a doubly charged one of twice 
the mass. The possibility of the exist- 
ence of an H + 2  molecular hydrogen 
ion at altitudes above 500 km seems 
unlikely. The relative abundance of 
the mass-2 ion varies between 1 part 
in 104 and 1 part in lo3 of the mass-1 
ion. The ground level abundance of 
deuterium is 1.5 parts in 104 parts 
of hydrogen. 
There is no evidence of a mass-3 
ion peak. This peak would be due to 
the H D  n?olecule or to He". The sensi- 
tivity limit of the mass spectrometer 
In this mass range is approximately 
0.1 ion per cubic centimeter, which 
would represent an upper limit to the 
density of a mass-3 ion. 
The mass-8 peak is tentatively 
ideritified as doubly charged oxygen. It 
is po~sible that this peak could be due 
also to He+., (a mass-S molecule), rath- 
er than to O f  + ( a  mass-16 particle). 
or to a combination of the two. Since 
a mass-7 ( N  + + ) peak is also observed 
where the mass-I4 ( N + )  peak is of suf- 
ficient intensity, that is, near perigee. 
it is possible that at least at low al- 
titudes the mass-8 peak could be due 
mainly to O++. The mass identifica- 
tion is not clear from the roll modu- 
lation because the whole modulation 
cycle is not visible above the sensi- 
tivity limit of the mass spectrometer. 
Near perigee, the ratio of the mass-S 
to mass-16 ion peaks is of the order 
of 1 percent. 
As mentioned above, mass-18 could 
be due to either water vapor or 018 
ions, and both have bcen observed. 
For the first 2 nlon~hs of the sarcf- 
lite life the mass-IS peak was always 
observed, but was not r-oil-modulated 
and had a gradually diminishing am- 
plitude. O~ltgassing water vapor fro!lz 
the satellite is traveling a t  the velocity 
of the satellite and. therefore wouid 
not be roll-modulated. After the water- 
vapor peak decreased s~rficiently in 
amplitude, s roll-modulated mass- I S 
peak was observed, which is prestin~ed 
to bc the oxygen isotope at mass IS .  
A mass-15 peak is also observed. 
presumably due to l\i""-. The heavy 
isotopes of nitrogen and oxygen are 
found in the ionic state in the upper 
atmosphere in abundance ratios equal 
to or less than those at the earth's 
surface. 
The mass-20 peak is thought to be 
due to neon. The abundance of neon 
at the earth's surface is three times 
that of helium. At 900 km the 
20+/He+ ratio was observed to be of . 
the order of 1 percent. 
Near apogee, the mass spectra ex- 
hibit peaks only at mass 1, 2,  4, 
and, at times, 8 arnu. Again, these 
peaks presumably are due to ions of 
hydrogen, deuterium, helium, and 0-+ -+ 
or He+2. The mass-I8 peak was ob- 
served early in the lice of the satel- 
lite, but was not roll-modulated arid 
gradually disappeared with t ine as the 
outgassiilg of the satellite diminished. 
The predominant ion is H+. The D+-/ 
H +  ratio is less .than 2 parts in lo4, and 
the He+ abundance is a few tenth:; of 
1 percent. The mass-8 p,eak appears 
in this altitude region where there is 
no mass 16 ( 0 + ) .  Its abundanci: is 
' of the order of that of the mass-2 
ion. 
The experiment described is still 
operating normally (September 1966). 
Jo~irl H. HOFFMAN'" 
E. 0. Hzilbzlrr Center for Space 
Research, U.S. Naval Research 
Laboratory, Washingrorz, D.C. 20390 
Notes 
1. Supported by a grant from NASA, S-6037643. 
* Present address: Southwest Center for Ad- 
vanced Studies, Dallas, Texas. 
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I O N  C O M P O S I T I O N  MEASUREMENTS I N  THE POLAR REGION 
FROM THE EXPLORER XXXI  S A T E L L I T E  
Transactions, American Geophysical Union, - 49, 253, 1968 
Presented at 49th Annual Meeting of American Geophysical 
Union, Washington, D. C., April 1968. 
(P139) 0 JOHN 13. 11011-~IAN~ (U. S. Re- 
search Lab., Waslrington, D. C.),  l o n  Con~positiort 
Aieasuie~~lc~z ls  in the Polar Region fro171 the  Ex- 
plorer 31 Salcllite. Results from a magnetic mass 
spectrometer flown on the Explorer 31 satcllite 
sllolv that a t  certain tirncs in thc polnr region, 
above the auroral zone, 0+ and N+ ions become the 
dominant spccics a t  altitutlcs ncar apogee (3000 
km). 1-1' and I-le+ ions are also present but of lcsser 
abundance. In all other ~cgions  of the ionosphere 
13' is tlrc dotninnnt ion ncar apogce. IIc' is less 
than 17" of H+, and 0' and N+ are not obserxtcd. 
T h e  limit of dctcction for thcsc l~cavy ion spccics is 
1 ion/cln3. T h e  conccntmtion of O+ in this anorna- 
lous ~cg ion ,  which lics bctxreen 75 and S5"ii gco- 
- 
magnetic latitude, has been obscrvcd to be as high 
as lo3 ions/cm3. On each side there is a trough 
corn~>oscd ~nainly  of II+ of the order of 102 ions/ 
cms on the low latitude side and less than 1 ion/ 
cxnJ ncnr the nlngnctic pole. T o  the south of the 
trough the ionosl,hcrc becorncs alrnost entirely 
comlioccd of II*  wit11 conccntmtion of the order of 
103 to 10' ions/crn3 abovc 2000 Lm. 
3 Noru a t  Sonll~~vcst Ccrltcr for Advanced ~tucfies, 
Dallas, Texas. 
EXOSPHERIC COMPOSITION 
McGraw-Hill Yearbook of Science and Technology 
p. 111, 1968 
~ x o s p l l e r i c  composition. The  coml)clsition of 
the Earth's atrnospl~ere from ground level to 100 
kni is  essentially cVonstant because of vertical rnix- 
ing. In  the region above 100 km, the thcrnios~tltere, 
wl~ere  thcrc: is very littlt: vertical mixing, the dis- 
tribt~tictn crf gas mo1ecult:s is governed 1)). the laws 
of thermal diffusion. 'The atmosl)liere in this region 
is generally tf~orrght to be in diff~rsivc eqr~ilibrium. 
, . l h e  density of hcavy niol(:cules decreases niore 
rapicily than that of IigIlt molecules crr a to~ns ,  and 
gravitational selraration of the various atmoslrhcric 
gases occurs. From approximately 100 to about 
400 k111 t l ~ e  tempcraturc, increases, bnt the region 
al,o\.e this altitude b e c o ~ ~ i c s  sseritially isothermal. 
TIic ultllcr portion of tlic tl~c:r~tiospllcre is cnllrd 
the exosl) l~ere and is the region in w11ic.h !lie atmo- 
slrlieric gas is so rarefied t l~n t  collisiot~s 1~c:twec.n 
nc.rltral 1)artic'les can generally bc ~ l e ~ l c c t r t l .  'The 
eltilucie of thc ltase of t l ~ c  c x o s ~ ) l ~ c ~ r c ~  varies f r o n ~  
,150 ttr 650 km during rile solar cyc.l(.. ::rani this 
regitrn t l~ (~rn ia l  c.nergy ~nolvc*ufcs anti atoms can 
escape frorn thc Earth's ntn~ospi~ert:. 
T h e  corn~)osition of the neutral conlponents in 
and belo\\ [lie rxospl~cric  region has I~een  mea- 
sured l ~ y  C. A. Keber. using a niagrictic mass 
spectronieter on the Explorer I 7  and 32 satellites. 
I l e  finds that K2 is predominant up to between 
200 and 300 krn. where atomic oxygcXn bccomes 
the prrifoniinant constituent. Thc abundance trf 
heliuxn is al)proxinia!ely 1% and tltiit of I~ydrogen 
sliglitly greater at 300 bm. At Itiglier altitudes a 
crossover with hydrogen occurs because of gravi- 
tational separation of tlic gas species. The  actual 
crossover altitude is a function of teniperature. 
See SPACE PROBES. 
The region of the atmospllcre that is partly 
ionized by solar radiation and so~iietimcs by incom- 
ing high-energy particles is called tlir i o n o s ~ ~ t ~ c r e .  
It begins belolr 100 kni and extends out through 
the exrrspliere. I t  can be divided into two major 
segic~ns, tlie bottoniside and topside. The  division 
between these two rcgi~)ris is the point of maxitnu~n 
ion concc~ntration. called the  F2 niaximum. The 
figure sho\\.s a nighttime distriljution of ion con- 
centration from I00 to 1000 km. This is a cor111rosite 
niadc- up of data from two rocket fliglits, the lower 
portion (up to 230 k ~ n )  being from data obtained 11y 
J. C. Holmes and co~vorkers in r l u g u s t ,  N9O:I. using 
a radio-frequency mass spectronlctcr, aiiti r i ie 
upper portion from data obtained by Jolirr I I .  [!off- 
rnan i l l  January, 1964, using a nlaynciic. mass 
speq t ro~~i r t r r .  In t11c F2 rnaxinium r ~ g i o n  ilic. pre- 
dominant ion species is O+: Melow tlie I.', masirnuii~ 
the niolecular ions, NO+ and 02+, Irrcoriic tile pre- 
dominant constitrlents of the ionosi~l~c~re.  Tile 
dissociative recornl)i~~atic)n of these ions with 
electrons is the dominant loss mcchanisln in ilie 
ionosphere. See h,faSS SPECTROhlETRY. 
Above the F2 maximum O+ is the predor~iiriant 
ion. IIowevc:r, as  can Le seen in t h e  figure, [lie I-1' 
and He+ concentrations rise rapitlly anti e v e n t i ~ a l l y  
beconle the  l ) ret iorni~~a~lt  spccics. At tlie rime 
(1964) that the data of the figure were 12tkt:n. tile 
Sun  was near its ~ninirnurn-activity period. 'l'he 
temperatures of the ionosphere were low, 2nd  l i e+  
never 1,ecanie tile pretlorniria~lt ion at any aliiiude. 
The  transition from Iicavy to Iigl~t ior~s procc,cded 
directly from 0+ to !.!+ anci occurreci ;it a very low 
altitude. At solar niaxirnurn it is cxi,ccicd from 
theoretical considerations that there will be a 
region of predominantly He+ ions Letwecn the 
predominantly 0+ and I i +  regions arid illat 111e 
crossover altitudes will l)e liigl~er. 
Data obtained by means of n rnagrleiic Inass 
spectrc~nietcr on the Ezplorcr .31 satelliet~ a n d  
reported by Jcrl~n tI. IiofTmari have s11orv11 illat, at 
altitudes from 500 km (perigrc) up to  xt)out 1005 
kni, the predoniinant ion is 0+, with a si;:rlificitrtt 
amount of Nt also present (5-30% of r l l c .  0'). 
Ire+ is detected, but its relative aliilrrtl;~rrc~e i s  
se ldo~n  niore than 5% of the total ion coricc~itriitiori. 
Tltcrcforr, i t  alroctnrs t11nt IJe+ is no! i , i~l~ortalit  
consti~ut:nt in tlie ionospherr, at lcasi ;!I i l i c h  t i l i l t :  
these data were rt:c.ordeti (Dcccilii~c::;., 1905, r t j  
rnid-1906). I f t  is 1~rc:sc.nt in varyiljg ar~ioiir~ts ancl 
iricrcascs with altitude until it !~ecornc.:; t i i t .  tlor~ri- 
nant spc:ries. Itowevc:r, tlie crossovcxr ~ , o i r ~ t  with 
0+ frecl\ic*ntly oc:curs abovr 1000 k ~ n .  'I'llis is cori- 
t h r y  to the data olttained in t l~e  196 i rc1c.kc.f {iiglit, 
wllerc the crossover occurs near SO0 kill. 'H'ilc. to r i -  
ditions during the 196.4 rocket flight cr.c*re srlc.h as  to 
~ x i ~ d u c e  a ,very low c.rossover altiriltic. 'P'iii. flight 
o c c ~ ~ r r e d  a t local niiclriigl~t near tfre ~rriilirnu~n of 
the solar cycle. 
EXOSPHERIC COMPOSITION (cont inued)  
McGraw-Hill Yearbook of  Science and Technology 
p.  111, 1968 
Minor ions observed In this same region of the 
ionosphere are  identified a s  IY (2 anill, or atomic 
mass units), 0++ (8 arnu), 0'" (18 a~nri),  Ne' 
(20 arnu), N++ (7 arnu), anti N'" (15 amu). The 
.latter two are observed only \\.hen there is a large 
abundance of NI4. DouLly charged ions appear at 
half their mass number, sinczt: the mass spec- 
trometer measures the mass-to-charge ratio of 
the ion. 
At 3000 km, the apogee of t l ~ c  Explorer31 orbit, 
the ionospt~ere consists alniost entirely of I{+, with 
only a few tenths of 1% I-Ie+. [Iclium also appears 
to play a very minor role in the upper ionosphere 
at the time near solar minimtlrn. Other minor ions 
observed near apogee are  D+ (2 amu) and mass 8. 
The latter is sometimes olservttd above 2000 Lm, 
where there is no O +  ion. Mass 8 in this region is 
believed to be llezf and not Oi+. The  DC/lI+ ratio 
is less than 2 parts in lo4 (wliich is the ground- 
level value). 
The average concer~tration of II+ in the equa- 
torial and mid-latitude regions near 3000 k::~ is of 
the order of several tl~ousnntl ions per cuhic centi- 
meter. Over the ar~roral and polar regions the 
concentration drops abruptly to the order of a 
hundred or less, and there are scatteretl regions 
in wllich t!~e heavy ions, O +  and h'+, become pre- 
dominant. Also, the Iie+ abundance rises some- 
what irt this region. The magnetic field lines from 
the polar region a re  connected to the geornagnc.tic 
tail. The  light ions can quite easily bc drained off 
'I neto- along the field lines into the tail of the 111. g 
sphere from this rcgion, s inre  here i t  requires only 
0.5 ev of encrgy for H+ and 2 ev for Ne+ to escape. 
H. A. Taylor has flown a radio-frequericy mass 
spectro~ncter  on the UGO I and 111 (Orl~iting Ceo- 
physical Observatory) spacecraft and has found 
that the concentration of 1lC decreases slowly frorr~ 
sevcral thousand ions per cubic centimeter at 
2000 km to ncarly a thousand ions at 30,000 Lm. 
where the concentration drops r a t l ~ e r  sr~tfdenly to 
less than 10 ions per c u l ~ i c  centimeter. l 'his 
decrease may be  thonght of a s  a boundary of a 
hclt of thc.rmal ions in tile ~nagnctosj)lierc. Tile 11' 
to IIe" ratio is consistently 100 to 1 over most of 
this altitutl(: range. At t in~cs ,  I~owevcr, the outrr  
bonl~clary of tl~is i ~ c l t  has 1)c.c.n fountl to bt* as  low 
a s  8000 kin.  I'rom Taylor's results there is some 
cvitlence that within this l~cl t  t l ~ e  clistril~cltic~n of 
ions is controlled along tlir lincs of tllc. gcoma> 
~ w t i e  ficltl. 'Tilt: bountlary 1cvt.l altptbitrs t c ~  Ilavc. an 
inverse corrt.lntiit~~ with tlrc rnagnt.tic ac:tivity 
index A,). 
7'her(. npjwar to hc Ian-gc v:iri;~tions in rhc c.ci~r~- 
position and convrritratio~i of tkic gast.s in  t11(: 
csosl~llc.re tlt~ring t11(0 cxoursr of ~ l l t :  solar c.yc!t, i i i l t i  
at firncr: of strong rnngrlrtic storms. 3lt)r.t. da ta  
should Ije avai1al)lc in the near future 111;tt w i j j  
hell) in an unticrstanding of tile spatial a~ i t l  tcni i , l , -  
ral distril)utions and variations of t l ~ e s e  
and thc important processes controllii~g tili>se 
variations. 
. . [J. I t .  liOFFRIA?,'] 
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Ion Mass Spectrometer on Explorer 
XXXI Satellite 
JOHN H. HOFFMAN, MEMBER, IEEE 
I 
i 
I Abstract-A magnetic sector field mass spectrometer on the I. DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENT 
Explorer XXXI satellite, when calibrated i n  flight against electron 
concentration data from the Alouette 11 topside sounder satellite, -HE INSTRUMENT on the Ex~lorer XXXI satellite 
measures the absolute concentrations of the various positive ion 
species in the ionosphere. The in-flight calibration is performed by 
comparing the total ion current measured by the mass spectrometer, 
corrected for internal discriminatibns, w i th  the electron concentra- 
tions. first in regions of nearly pure H+, then in regions of nearly pure 
O+. to  obtain calibration coefficients for each ion species. Data at  
500 km show as many as ten different ion species in the ionosphere. 
Over the polar region, H+ ions streaming upward at 10 to  15 km/s have 
been observed. 
Manuscript received August 6. 1968: revised December 17. 1968. This 
1 designed to measure the compbsition of the earth's 
ionosphere is a I+-inch-radius, 60" sector field mag- 
netic mass spectrometer. It scans the mass range from 1 to 
20 amu and has a sensitivity to H+ ions of the order of 
1 ion per cm3 and to 0' ions of the order of 10 ions per cm3. 
Fig. 1 shows the entrance aperture (to the left), the mag- 
net, and the electron multiplier housing of the mass spec- 
trometer. The entrance aperture, which looks out the side 
of the satellite normal to the spin axis, consists of a 3-inch- 
work was supported by the National ~dronautics and Space ~dministra- diameter fine wire screen followed by an annular metal 
tion under Grant NAS-5-9444. plate. The screen is commandable to either spacecraft The author was with the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, Washing- 
ton, D. C. He is now with the Southwest Center for Advanced Studies, ground potential Or -6 with respect to the 
Dallas, Tex. 75230. skin potential. Field strength in the gap of the magnet in 
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Fig. 1. Ion mass spectrometer. Complete package weighs 112 pounds 
and measures 103 by 83 by 6+ inches. It consumes 1.6 watts of power. 
Electronics modules are housed below the base plate. 
I I I - I S W ~ E P  M O ~ I T O R  I I 
Fig. 2. Portion of analog telemeter record. Upper channel is sweep monitor. Lower channel is mass spectrum. Downward blips are markers to show 
recharge of high-voltage sweep circuit. Ion peaks are labeled in atomic mass units. Internal 3-point amplifier calibration operates every 100 seconds. 
the analyzer section is 2200 gauss. A Bendix magnetic 
electron multiplier M308 serves as the ion detector. 
The instrument operates as follows. The entire analyzer 
tube and magnet are swept through a negative high-voltage 
range (-4000 to - 150 volts) causing ambient ions from 
the region in the vicinity of the entrance aperture to be 
drawn into the instrument and to be separated into their 
constituent species by the magnetic analyzer. The sweep 
period for the mass range 1 to 20 amu is 3 seconds. An elec- 
tron multiplier and a solid-stage logarithmic electrometer 
amplifier, which has a current sensitivity range of 2 x 10-l2 
amperes for a voltage output range of 0 to 5 volts, comprise 
the output circuitry. Rise and fall times of the amplifier are 
of the order of 5 ms. The output voltage of the log amplifier 
plus a monitor of the high-voltage sweep are telemeter4 to 
earth. An internal calibrator in the log amplifier supplies 
currents of lo-'', and lop7 amperes to the amplifier 
input once each 100 seconds of operation. The resulting 
output voltages are used to generate constants in a calibra- 
tion equation that relates volts, the output of the log ampli- 
fier, to input current. These constants are updated at each 
calibration cycle. 
Fig. 2 shows a sample analog telemetry record with the 
sweep voltage on the top channel and the mass spectrum 
below. The position of a peak in the spectrum determines 
the ion species being measured. The amplitude of the peak 
is proportional to the logarithm of the ion current detected 
by the electron multiplier for that ion species. This ion cur- 
rent is a function of the concentration of that species in the 
vicinity of the entrance aperture of the mass spectrometer. 
However, the concentration of ions in this region is de- 
pendent on the satellite attitude, velocity, and potential and 
has a complex relation to the ambient ion concentration. An 
in-flight calibration, which is described below, is necessary 
to obtain absolute ion concentrations. 
In Fig. 2, a pass taken near perigee (500 km), peaks due to 
ions of hydrogen (1 amu), deuterium (2), helium (4), doubly 
charged nitrogen (7), doubly charged oxygen (8), nitrogen 
I i 
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An ion mass spectrometer measures the relative abun- 
dances of the ions it samples from the ionosphere but can be 
calibrated, as is described below, to give absolute ion con- 
centrations. Several factors cause the spectrometer to dis- 
criminate against ions of heavy mass. First, the instrument 
scans the mass spectrum by varying the ion accelerating 
voltage in an exponential manner from 4000 to 1500 volts. 
Low-mass ions are measured near the high-voltage end of 
the sweep where the instrument has a higher transmission 
factor than at the low-voltagehgh-mass end. This phe- 
nomenon is known as the voltage effect. Second, light mass 
ions, being more mobile than heavy mass ions, are collected 
Fig. 3. Roll modulation of ion peak amplitudes. 
Peak amplitude versus time. 
(;\4), oxygen (16), water vapor or 0'' (18), and neon (20) 
xre observed in the RAM position. For the first two months 
of life of the satellite the mass 18 peak was principally due 
to water vapor. The amplitude gradually decreased while 
the roll modulation (described below) increased leaving a 
residual peak due to 01', the 018/016 ratio being about 
that of normal ground level oxygen. Occasionally a mass 15 
peak from N15 is observed, the N15/N14 ratio being about 
that of normal nitrogen. The mass 8 peak may also consist 
partly of He; ; but at low altitudes, where O+ is the domi- 
nant constituent, it is likely that the mass 8 peak consists 
mainly of O++,  formed by photoionization of O+. At the 
WAKE position, only peaks at mass 1 and 4 amu are visible 
and these are reduced in amplitude from the RAM con- 
dition. 
At altitudes near apogee (3000 km) at mid to low lati- 
tudes the mass spectra show only peaks at 1, 2, 4, and 
occasionally 8 amu. These are identified as hydrogen (I), 
deuterium (2), helium (4), and He; (8). In this region no 
O+ is observed so the mass 8 peak is probably due to the 
He; ion. 
The satellite is oriented so that its spin axis is maintained 
normal to the orbital plane (a cartwheel orbit). Thus, the 
mass spectrometer entrance aperture on the side of the 
satellite alternately points along the satellite velocity vector, 
the RAM condition, and opposite to it, the WAKE con- 
dition. 
Since the satellite is traveling at a speed greater than the 
mean velocity of the ambient hydrogen ion, the RAM and 
WAKE conditions are exhibited as a roll modulation in the 
ion peak amplitudes. The satellite spin period varies from 7 
to 12 sweep periods. Fig. 2 shows one roll modulation cycle. 
The mass 1 peak is relatively constant while the heavy ion 
peaks (mass 14, 16, 18) are absent in nearly half of the 
spectra. 
Fig. 3 is a plot of the peak amplitudes of successive mass 
spectra as a function of time. The roll modulation is quite 
evident and it should be noted that its amplitude is a strong 
function of ion mass. For H+ it is about 1 order of magni- 
tude; for He+, 2+ orders of magnitude; and for Of ,  more 
than 5 orders of magnitude. 
from a larger volume. Hence, a larger light mass ion current 
is measured for equal concentrations of light and heavy 
mass ions. Third, the roll modulation amplitude has been 
shown above to be a strong function of ion mass. It is there- 
fore most practical to measure the ion abundance ratios 
only in the RAM condition, when the sensitivity for each 
constituent is a maximum. 
In order to correct for the mass discriminations discussed 
above several methods of calibration of the mass spec- 
trometer were employed. The mass discrimination of the 
mass spectrometer due to the voltage scan mode of opera- 
tion was measured in the laboratory by determining the 
ratios of gases in standard mixtures which have been cali- 
brated by another mass spectrometer using magnetic scan. 
Ion currents (amperes) are converted into ion concentra- 
tions by multiplying by a constant of the order of 10 lo. 
In-flight calibration for the sampling efficiency of the 
various ion species from the plasma was performed by 
comparing the total ion current (the sum of all the peaks) 
with electron density data from the Alouette I1 topside 
sounder satellite. The Alouette I1 and Explorer XXXI 
satellites were launched piggyback into similar orbits. The 
time separation between passage of the two satellites over a 
given latitude (less than 30 minutes for the passes used in 
this calibration) is assumed to be small compared to vari- 
ations in the ionosphere at that latitude. Hence, both 
satellites measure the same ionosphere and the data used in 
the comparisons are considered to be simultaneous data. 
Comparisons were first made in regions where the iono- 
sphere consisted of greater than 95 percent Hf ions (the 
remainder being He+ and D+). A plot of the calibra- 
tion factor (ratio of electron concentration to ion concen- 
tration) against H+ concentration is shown in Fig. 4. Data 
are plotted over a range of concentration from '9 x lo3 
(the maximum H+ concentration that has been observed) 
to 1 x lo3 ions per cm3. A linear relationship is seen to exist. 
The fact that the calibration coefficient is not constant may 
be due to the variation in plasma sheath thickness around 
the satellite as the ion concentration changes. Thus, a direct 
calibration of the absolute sensitivity of the mass spectrom- 
eter to H +  was obtained. Next, a similar calibration was 
made for 0' using ionospheric regions that were greater 
than 90 percent O+.  In this case the calibration for H+ was 
incorporated into the calculation. The concentration for the 
2 1.0 
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Fig. 4. Calibration coefficients. Ratio of Alouette I1 electron density to 
H+ and 0' concentrations versus ion concentration. Note scale 
change in abscissa of 0+ curve. 
0' calibration (Fig. 4) ranges from 5 x lo5 to 1 x lo2 ions 
per cm3. A linear relationship exists at lower concentrations 
but a saturation effect and reversal set in above 10'. At low 
concentrations (below lo3) the sheath has little effect on the 
sampling volume and hence the calibration coefficient. The 
absolute sensitivity of the mass spectrometer for the other 
ions was obtained by interpolation from these data. Obvi- 
ously, the accuracy of sensitivity to the minor constituents 
is less than that for H+ and 0 + ,  but since the concentrations 
of these species generally lie below lo3 (except for N+ whose 
mass and mobility is close to Of )  the calibration coeffi- 
cients are almost constants. Most of the passes used for this 
calibration procedure were different from the passes selected 
for comparison with the other experiments on Explorer 
XXXI, the results of which are presented in the paper en- 
titled "Comparison of Results of Explorer XXXI Direct 
Measurement Probes" [I] which appears elsewhere in this 
issue. Hence, the comparisons in the latter paper show the 
degree of agreement between the results obtained by ap- 
plying the calibrations discussed here and the results ob- 
tained by the other experiments in this program. This agree- 
ment is generally to about 10 percent. 
A typical example of the result of this in-flight calibration 
procedure is shown in Fig. 5. The absolute concentration of 
each ion species is plotted against satellite altitude. The 
Alouette I1 topside sounder data for the same pass are also 
shown. Agreement between the total ion concentration Ni 
as determined by the sum of the individual ion species con- 
centrations, and the electron density is of the order of 10 
percent. In this pass the ion composition changes from 75 
percent O+ at 1620 km to 66 percent Hf at 1170 km. Thus 
it can be seen that the mass spectrometer is capable of 
making absolute ion concentration measurements to the 
order of 10 percent when calibrated against simultaneous 
electron concentration data such as obtained from the top- 
side sounder. 
The mass spectrometer has a sensitivity to H+ ions of the 
order of 1 ion per cm3 and to O+ ions of 10 ions per cm3. 
The Alouette I1 topside sounder data when analyzed by the 
standard method [4] can give electron concentration data 
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Fig. 5. Pass showing comparison of ion data with Alouette ll electro$~ 
concentrations. Concentrations are plotted as a function of both 
altitude and latitude. 
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Fig. 6.  Ion concentrations versus geomagnetic latitude for northern 
polar region. Crosses are Alouette II data reduced by standard method. 
Circles are Alouette 11 data by Hagg method. In region around 80" to - 
85" N H+ ions have an upward drift velocity of 10 to 15 km/s. N+ is 
also observed at a concentration of 6 percent of 0' (not shown in 
figure). 
as low as several hundred electrons per cm3. For concen- 
trations below this level the beat frequency method due to 
Hagg [2] must be employed. Since the mass spectrometer < .  
can also measure concentrations in this range, a comparison 
was made with the Alouette dab  for a high altitude pass 
#209 that traversed the northern polar region. The results 
'are shown in Fig. 6. This pass shows a region of highly vari- 
able ion concentration. The Alouette I1 data are given as 
crosses for the standard method of reduction and as circles 
for the Hagg data. Above a concentration of 500 ions per 
cm3 the agreement is to within 20 percent except at the ex- 
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Ion concentration 
Fig. 7. Typical low-altitude data showing ion concentrations versus altitude and latitude. Ten different ion species are observed. 
Alouette I1 electron concentrations are also given. 
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treme left in the figure (where one point differs by 30 percent 
and one by 40 percent) for both a predominantly H+ iono- 
sphere, and an O+ region near the center of Fig. 6. For con- 
centrations between 30 and 100 ions per cm3 at 70" to the 
left and again from 85" to 90°, regions where He+ is pre- 
dominant, and to the right at 80" to 75" (H+ and 0' regions, 
highly structured) the agreement with the Hagg results is 
also to the order of 20 percent. Below 30 ions per cm3 the 
mass spectrometer data lie well below the Hagg results. In 
fact, in part of the region over the pole, the mass spectrome- 
ter shows no ions (less than 1 ion per cm3) while the Hagg 
method shows concentrations of 15 to 30 electrons per cm3. 
In this region the spacecraft potential has gone saciently 
positive, as determined by the ion trap on the satellite, to 
repel all ions from the satellite. Apparently it requires elec- 
tron concentrations of the order of 30 electrons per cm3 to 
saciently neutralize the spacecraft potential, made posi- 
tive by photoemission, to allow the mass spectrometer to 
collect any ions at all from the region around the space- 
craft. However, when this condition does exist, that the 
spacecraft potential is near zero (within 1 or 2 volts), the 
mass spectrometer results agree reasonably well with the 
topside sounder results down to a concentration of 30 ions 
per cm3 as shown by this example. 
% 
111. SAMPLE RESULTS 
At near satellite apogee (3000 km) and at mid to low 
latitudes the ionosphere-generally consists of the order of 
99 percent H+, the remainder being He+ and D+. Fig. 6, 
however, shows an example of a region of the polar iono- 
sphere above 70" N geomagnetic latitude where 0' is the 
dominant species at 2800 km. The ionosphere exhibits a 
considerable amount of structure here. Ni is about 6 per- 
cent of 0' and follows the same distribution but is not 
shown on the graph. On either side of this structured region 
there is a trough, at 70" N and over the pole. To the south 
of the trough, H+ becomes the dominant species and 0+ is 
I 18302 ' I 
not observed. There is evidence from the phase difference of 
the maxima in the roll modulation curves in this structured 
region that H+ ions are flowing upward with a velocity of 
10 to 15 km/s [3]. The Oi scale height here, from the 
Alouette I1 N-H proiile, is 500 km. Since 0' is the domi- 
nant constituent, and the field lines are not closed in this 
region, an upward flow of H+ ions would be expected, as is 
observed. 
Fig. 7 shows a typical midlatitude low-altitude pass. Ten 
different ion species are observed, the concentrations of 
which are plotted as a function of both altitude and latitude. 
Alouette I1 electron concentrations are also shown. Hi 
plays a very minor role at this time-midday, summer. The 
light ion concentrations are increasing with decreasing 
latitude and altitude. In a diffusive equilibrium situation the 
minor light ion concentrations should decrease with de- 
creasing altitude. Thus it appears that the latitude effect 
here is stronger than the change with altitude. 
- LAT 
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Comparison of Results of Exp orer XXXI 
Direct Measurement Probes 
J. L. DONLEY, L. H. BRACE, J. A. FINDLAY, JOHN H. HOFFMAN, MEMBER, IEEE, 
AND GORDON L. WRENN 
Abstract-Intercomparison measurements of the major iono- 4) Magnetic ion mass ~ p e ~ t r ~ m e t e r - i ~ n  de sity (k 10 
spheric parameters of ion and electron density and temperature and percent) and composition; 5. H. ~ ~ f f ~ ~ ~ .  
ionic species made by direct measurement probes on the Explorer 
XXXI satellite are presented. Plasma densitv results are comoared with 5, temperature (k loo' .~ ~ . .  
simultaneous data from the Alouette I1 satellite. Probe results are K); A. P. Willmore and G. L. Wrenn. 
from the following experiments: planar ion trap. planar electron trap, 6 )  spherical ion probe-ion density (+2 percent), 
cylindrical electrostatic probes, high resolution magnetic ion mass 
spectrometer, planar Lannmuir plate. and spherical ion orobe. perature (+20OoK), and composition ; A. P. Willmore and 
- 
The plasma densities measured by the various probes generally G. L. Wrenn. 
agree with simultaneous Alouette 11 sounder values to within 20 
percent. Electron temperatures measured by three different types of The accuracies are mainlv indicative of data scaling error 
probes generally agree within 10 percent. Ion composition measure- boundS and do not reflect a relationship between the mea- 
ments by the planar ion trap and spherical probe show good agree- 
ment with the high resolution magnetic mass spectrometer. Ion quantity absolute the parametel 
temperature measurements from the ion trap are consistently higher under study. 
than spherical ion probe results. The experimental implementation and data analysis pro- 
INTRODUCTION cedures have been described in separate papers included in 
HE EXPLORER XXXI Satellite (Direct Measure- 
ments Explorer-A) was launched along with the 
Alouette I1 Topside Sounder Satellite on November 
29, 1965, into an 80" prograde polar orbit with a perigee of 
500 km and an apogee of 3000 km. The combined launch of 
the two spacecraft is called the ISIS-X project. 
An important objective of the ISIS-X mission was the 
siinultaneous measurement of ionospheric parameters by 
direct measurement probes and electron density profiles 
measured by the topside sounder experiment on Alouette 
11. The close proximity of the two satellites provided an 
excellent opportunity for such simultaneous data coverage 
for several months after launch. The orbital separation was 
about 105 seconds (about 800 km) two months after launch. 
Explorer XXXI was instrumented with direct measure- 
ment probes which provided measurements of the major 
ionospheric parameters through different techniques. The 
experiment complement, measured parameters pertinent to 
the comparison, nominal data accuracies, and principal 
investigators .are as follows : 
this issue. 
COMPARISON PASSES . 
For the purpose of data intercomparison the passes listed 
in Table I were selected for detailed study. These passes were 
selected on the basis that all experiments were operating 
satisfactorily and good aspect data and simultaneous 
Alouette I1 sounder data were available. For the passes 
selected the maximum in-orbit separation time of the satel- 
lites was less than 105 seconds, and regions of rapidly 
varying ionospheric conditions have been avoided. A wide 
variety of geographic locations and plasma density condi- 
tions are covered. The spacecraft was in sunlight for all 
passes. The northern auroral regions, which represent a 
large percentage of data coverage, have been excluded from 
this initial comparison study since such passes were at 
apogee altitudes and consequently very low plasma densi- 
ties (about 102/cc) which are below the sensitivity threshold 
of some experiments were encountered. 
1) Planar ion trap-ion density (f 10 percent), tempera- plnsnla D~~~~~ 
ture () 150"K), and composition; J. L. Donley. 
2) Planar electron trap-electron density (+20 percent) The results of the comparison of electron and ion density 
and temperature (+ 200°K) ; J. L. Donley. values are summarized in Fig. 1. Results *re shown as the 
3) Cylindrical electrostatic probes-electron density ratio of the Explorer XXXI probe measurements to the 
(+ 10 percent) and temperature (+ 150°K); L. H. Brace and Alouette I1 sounder values as a function of plasma density. 
J. A. Findlay. The sounder data were chosen to coincide in location with 
the Ex~lorer XXXI values. Since the maximum time sepa- 
ration of the two satellites during this con~parison is less 
Manuscript received August 6, 1968; revised March 3, 1969. 
J. L. Donley, L. H. Brace, and J. A. Findlay are with the Goddard than minutes and regions of rapidly varying ionospheric 
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. conditions have been excluded. it is felt that the time-shifted 
J. H. Hoffman is with the Southwest Center for Advanced Studies, data provide a value for local electron Dallas, Tex. 
G .  L. Wrenn is with the ~ ~ l l ~ ~ d  space science ~ ~ b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  univer- density at the satellite altitude to serve as a comparison 
sity College, London, England. standard. Alouette I1 ionogram data used have been scaled 
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TABLE I 
DETAILS OF CO\IPAKISOS PASSES '
Universal Time Height ( i rn~)  ~a t i t udk  (Degrees) Longitude (Degrees) 
Station Pass Date 
Start End Start End Start End Start End 
Kano (KNO) 368 30DEC65 0449 0458 1555 2120 2.2 27.7 12.3 15.0 
Orroral (RAL) 546 14JAN66 0631 0638 709 538 -26.1 -53.1 144.6 151.6 
Winkfield (WNK) 550 14JAN66 141 1 1418 2224 1797 55.5 36.9 9.0 14.6 
Blossom Point 
@Po)  730 29JAN66 1842 1849 1359 935 44.6 21.1 -80.8 -76.4 
Santiago (SNT) 730 29JAN66 1900 1905 537 525 -20.9 -46.9 -71.3 -67.6 
A A 0 
WNK 5 5 0  A RAL 546 SNT 7 3 0  2 0 8  
0 * I 0 ELECirS'I TRAP, N e  WNK 550 c~Ix:v..~._M PROBE, N. 0.6  ION TFM. N, 1 KNO 368 0.4 ION MISS SPECTROMETER. N, A S A t i R 5 C U  ION PROBE, N, 
ELECTRON DENSITY /cc 
Fig. 1. Comparison of Explorer XXXI plasma density measurements 
with simultaneous Alouctte I1 topside sounder electron density results. 
The ratio of the Explorer XXXI probe measuren~ents to the Alouette I1 
values (a value of 1.0 indicates exact agreement) is plotted as a function 
of plasma density. 
by the Defence Research Telecommunications Establish- 
ment in Ottawa, Canada, and the Radio and Space Re- 
search Station in Slough, England. In cases where values 
furnished by the two sources have been in disagreement, a 
mean value has been employed for colnparison purposes. 
The maximum scaling disagreement noted for the Alouette 
I1 data was about 10 percent. 
The range of values of plasma density in the comparison 
passes is from 2 x 103 to 4 x 10' el/cc. For the RAL 546 and 
SNT 730 passes, which represent low-altitude high-density 
dominant oxygen-ion conditions, all probe results are 
within 20 percent of the Alouette values. For the passes with 
less than 2 x lo4 el/cc, errors of up to 60 percent are noted. 
The results of the spherical ion probe density measure- 
ments on the WNK 550 pass are lower than Alouette I1 
densities due to insensitivity to oxygen (Of )  ions. The 
lilniting sensitivity on O f  measurements for the ion probe 
is approximately 300/cc. The ion mass spectrometer indi- 
cates that for the WNK 550 pass the 0' density is in the 
rangc 200 to 500/cc. The ion probe results indicate no Of  
on this pass and are thus lower than Alouette I1 values. On 
the KNO 368, which consists of essentially all hydrogen 
( H f )  ions, the probe results are in better agreement with 
Alouette values. It thus appears that the spherical ion probe 
(as implemented on Explorer XXXI) yields valid plasma 
density values provided the number density of O f  ions is 
negligibly small (Hf is the dominant species), or is large 
co~npared to the 0' sensitivity threshold. 
The cylindrical electrostatic probe experiment yields 
electron density values in good agreement with Alouette on 
all passes except KNO 368. This pass yielded a value 60 
percent high. Also on KNO 368, values of ion and electron 
density from the ion trap and electron trap are up to 40 per- 
cent low. No explanation has been found for these dis- 
crepancies. Otherwise, good ..Areement is obtained on the 
other passes. Sufficient comparisons have not yet been made 
to ascertain the statistical significance of the occurrence of 
passes ~vhich show large discrepancies in plasma density 
results for the ion and electron trap experiments and the 
cylindrical probe. 
Values of ion density obtained by the magnetic ion mass 
spectrometer show very good agreement with Alouette 
values ivith the exception of one measurement on the WNK 
550 pass which is 25 percent low. Since a large number of 
Alouette I1 density values have been used to ascertain the 
effective collection volu~ne of the mass spectrometer as a 
function of plasina density and ionic species [I 1, it is ex- 
pected that the spectronleter results are a valid measure of 
the local ion density. 
Values of electron density from the electron trap are not 
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12 - PASS - KNO 368 W ALOUETTE U. N. 
DATE 30 DEC 65 0 ELECTRON TRAP. N. 
W CYLINDRICAL PROBE. N, 
12 - PASS - RAL 546. ION TRAP. N, 
DATE - 14 JAN 66 $ ION MASS SPECTROMETER. N, 
4 SPHERICAL ION PROBE. N, 
- 
V ALOUETTE IL N. 
0 ELECTRON TRAP. N. 
- 
W CYLINDRICAL PROBE. N. 
UNIVERSAL TIME 
UNIVERSAL TIME 
Universal Time 
0456: 15 3350 3200 3350 3320 3360 
Orroral 546 063 1 : 45 3250 3500 - 2680 - 
0633 : 45 3150 3500 - 2880 2950 
0637 : 00 2650 3400 - 2480 2780 
Winkfield 550 1412:OO 
1413:45 
1416:OO 
1417: 15 
Blossom Point 730 1843:OO 
1 i  
1845: 15 
1847 : 00 
. > 1848: 15 
Santiago 730 1901 : 45 
1902:45 
1904:OO 
vailable for the WNK 550 pass since the sensor was illumi- 
ated by the sun when in the forward direction. Density 
ues less than about 104/cc cannot be obtained reliably 
en the sensor is illuminated [2]. 
Fig. 2 shows the detailed plasma density conlparisons for 
e RAL 546 pass versus universal time. 0+ is the dominant 
nstituent for this pass. All Explorer XXXI probes show 
reement with Alouette I1 density values although in 
neral they are 10 to 15 percent above the Alouette I1 
lues. Individual data points are connected by straight 
S. 
ig. 3 shows the conlparisons for the KNO 368 pass. This 
: . .n,ass . shows the largest departures from Alouette data values 
, , 
for any of the comparison passes. Even though this large 
error is present in the cylindrical electrostatic probe data 
and the ion and electron trap data, the data from each 
experiment yield the same relative variations. 
Electron Temperature I 
The electron temperature comparisons are shown in 1 
Table 11. Values from the electron trap experiment were 
obtained when the sensor was oriented in the forward direc- 
tion on all passes except WNK 550. These values were a t  
angles of attack of 60" to 90" since forward looking values 
were distorted due to solar illulnination of the sensor. 
Cylindrical electrostatic probe valucs are 30 second aver- 
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A LANGMUIR PLATE lWi1 I I I I I 0 
0449 0450 0451 0452 0453 0454 0455 0456 0457 0458 0459 
PASS WNK 550 0 ELECTRON TRAP 
DATL - 14 JAN 66 m CYLINDRICAL PROBE 
A LANGMUIR PLATE. FORWARD 
d. LANGMUIR PLATE. NON.FORWARD 
UNIVERSAL TIME 0 I I I I I I I I I 
1410 1411 1412 1413 1414 1415 1416 1417 1418 1419 1420 Fig. 4. Electron temperature measurements for the KNO 368 pass on . UNIVERSAL TIME 
December 30, 1965. For this pass, mean values for the two cylindrical 
probes and the fonvard and nonforward Langmuir plate results are Fig. 5. Electron temperature measurements for the WNK 550 Pass on 
shown since the individual differences were within the measurement January 14, 1966. The greatest differences between various  robe 
error bounds. results are evident on this pass. 
ages, corresponding to one and a half satellite roll periods. 
Values for the two identical probes are shown only when 
there is a statistically significant difference between them. 
Planar Langmuir plate values are given for both forward 
and nonforward directions. 
Excellent agreement in electron telnperature was ob- 
tained on the KNO 368 pass. As illustrated in Fig. 4. indi- 
vidual probe results are all within 10 percent of each other. 
On the other colnparison passes deviations of up to 20 
percent from the mean measured electron temperature are 
evident. On the SNT 730 pass, cylindrical probe results 
agree with other measurements at the beginning of the 
pass but show significantly higher values at the middle and 
end of the pass. On RAL 546 the cylindrical probe is also 
higher than other values. On W.NK 550 the electron trap 
values are higher than other results. Examination of the. 
planar Langmuir plate results indicates significant differ- 
ences between forward and nonforward values particu- 
larly on the BPO 730 pass. The same pass has the largest 
difference between the two cylindrical probes. This result 
suggests the presence of anisotropies in the electron energy 
distribution. A possible source of the anisotropy would be 
orientation with respect to the local magnetic field ;however, 
the BPO 730 pass does not represent a unique position or 
orientation compared with the other conlparison passes. 
Therefore any anisotropy present in BPO 730 may be 
unique to the time of this pass. 
The data from the WNK 550 pass, Fig. 5 shows the 
largest difference between probe results for any of the com- 
parison passes. Differences of up to about 1000°K are 
present between the results of the electron trap and the 
Langmuir plate. Also significant anisotropy is present in the 
planar Lang~nuir plate results at the end of the pass. 
If the passes included in this comparison are truly typical 
of the probe results, the cylindrical probc is typically above 
and the Langmuir plate is typically below the mean mea- 
sured temperature. The lnaximum deviation from the mean 
is about 20 percent. 
Ion Temperature 
Measurelnents of ion temperature were made by the 
planar ion trap and the spherical ion probe. The results of 
the planar ion trap experiment require detailed satellite 
aspect data. The spherical probe is essentially omnidirec- 
tional and aspect information is not essential. The only 
restriction is that the probe be free of the satellite wake. For 
the comparison passes the aspect data are believed to be 
correct with a maximum error not greater than + 5". 
Of the five comparison passes, the RAL 546 and SNT 730 
passes have 0' as the dominant ionic constituent, KNO 
368 and WNK 550 have H+ dominant, and BPO 730 has 
0' major with significant amounts of H'. Table 111 shows 
the ion temperature results. In addition to the H' and 0+ 
temperatures, the mean electron temperature results dis- 
cussed in the previous section are included for comparison. 
On the KNO 368 pass the ion-trap Hi temperatures are 
consistently about 500°K higher than results from the 
spherical probe, as shown in Fig. 6. The H+ telnperatures 
from the ion trap are the result of excellent curve fits to the 
raw data showing deviations of less than _+ 50°K. Both ex- 
periments yield ion temperatures which are considerably 
below the measured electron temperatures. 
The other dominant Hf  pass is WNK 550. The ion-trap 
values are again much higher than the spherical probe 
results (Table 111). Within the error bounds the ion-trap 
values are approxilnately equal to the electron temperature 
while the spherical probe results are about 1000°K lower. 
The larger than nominal error limits indicated on the trap 
results are indicative of uncertainties in the curve fitting 
results. Sources of ion-trap uncertainties arc aspect crrors 
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4 TABLE 111 
-- 
; 2 Ion Trap Spherical Probe 
4 Station Pass Time Mean T,('K) 
: ~j TH* (OK) To* ("K) G-  ('K) '404 ("K) 
i Kano 368 0449 : 30 2580 - 2090 - 
1 0452: 15 2420 - 1900 - 3250 
0454: 14 2450 - 2130 - 3300 
0456: 15 2480 - 1780 - 3350 
0637 : 00 - 
Winkfield 550 141 1 :45 ' 3800, 550 
1413:45 4100,550 
1416:OO 4150&200 
1417:30 3800 + 200 
Blossom Point 730 1843:15 3100+ 350 
G - ?  1844: 45 3250 
t 1846:OO 3000 1848: 15 3050 
PASS KNO 368 ION TRAP 
CATE 3 0  DEC 65 A SPHERICAL IOL, T"jbi 
T ELECTRON TiMPi=4m.!:!SE 
UNIVERSAL TIME 
Fig. 6. Hydrogen ion temperature'n~easurements for the K S O  368 pass. 
Mean electron temperature is also shown. 
ugh no greater than Jr5 degrees), presence of 
nstituents particularly Hef ,  and solar illumination 
the sensor causing secondaly emission current which 
resents an error signal component. Additional com- 
of H +  temperatures are required to resolve differ- 
ences, since the values from either technique may be 
ominant Of  passes, RAL 546 and SNT 730, also 
show ion-trap temperatures above those of the spherical 
robe (see Figs. 7 and 8). The difference ranges from about 
90°K up to 1200°K. On SNT 730 the ion-trap values are 
close to the measured clectron temperature while the 
svherical probe results are closer to the neutral gas tcrn- 
perature. Backscatter radar results from Jicamarca (mag- 
netic equation) in December, 1965, show ion and electron 
temperatures equal at altitudes above 350 km [3]. Results 
from Arecibo radar (3OCN magnetic) in the summer of 1965 
show afternoon electron temperatures of 1600 to 1900°K 
and ion temperatures of 1600 to 1700°K at altitudes of 500 
to 550 km [4]. The SNT 730 pass is,at an altitude of about 
530 km and at latitudes of from about - 15" to - 30" mag- 
netic in the summer hemisphere. The ion-trap tempera- 
ture results are in agreement with the radar data. The 
measured electron temperatures from the electron trap and 
Langmuir plats are also in agreement with these radar data. 
The RAL 546 pass contains midlatitude (-37" to -57" 
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( :  Fig. 7. Oxygen ion temperature measurements for the RAL 546 pass. 
( ; 
magnetic) southern hemisphere summer data. Midlatitude 
data from the Millstone Hill radar (58"N magnetic) at 
solar minimum in summer 1964 show an electron tempera- 
ture of about 2600°K and ion temperature of about 1550°K 
at an altitude of 550 km [5]. Probe measurements taken at 
0637 UT (-57" magnetic, 550 km) on the RAL 546 pass 
give a mean electron temperature of 2850°K which is in 
agreement with the Millstone radar data. At this same time 
the ion temperature results are 1850°K from the ion trap 
and about 1200°K from the spherical probe. These results 
are not in direct agreement with radar data; however the 
ratio of measured electron to ion temperature for the ion 
trap (1.5) is in closer agreement with the radar results (1.7) 
than the spherical probe result (2.4). 
On the BPO 730 pass significant amounts of H+ ions are 
present. As indicated in Table 111, the spherical probe mea- 
surements are for H+ ions only while the ion trap shows 
results for both H+ and 0+ ions. The ion-trap results indi- 
cate in general that the Hf  and 0+ ion temperatures are 
equal. The trap results are again significantly higher than 
the results of the spherical probe. The ratio of electron to 
ion temperature for this pass is about 1.2 for the ion trap 
and 1.7 for the spherical probe. No radar values are avail- 
able for this altitude interval to serve as a conlparison with 
the direct measurements. Millstone Hill radar results at 
midlatitudes for the winter of 1964 indicate an electron to 
ion temperature ratio of less than 1.6 for an altitude of 700 
with the ratio decreasing with increasing altitude. 
;_i Ion Composition 
The high resolution magnetic ion mass spectrolneter on 
Explorer XXXI could detect ions in the mass range of from 
I to 20 AMU whose number density was greater than 1/cc. 
The ion trap and spherical ion probe, through retarding 
Potential techniques, served as low resolution spectrome- 
ters. These devices cannot distinguish closely spaced ions 
Such as N+ and Of but can identify widely separated ions 
\"hose abundance was on the order of 5 percent or more of 
PASS. SNT 730 ION TRAP 
DATE . 29 JAN 66 A SPHERICAL ION PROBE 
T ELECTRON TEMPERATURE 
UNIVERSAL TlME 
Fig. 8. Oxygen ion temperature measurements for the SNT 730 pass. 
The scatter in ion-trap values is most likely due to errors in satellite 
attitude data. 
the total ion concentration. For the comparison passes the 
results of the ion trap and spherical probe are separated 
into two groups--light ions lumped together as H+ and 
heavy ions lumped together as 0'. This is reasonable since 
He+ ions were a minor constituent on all passes, except 
WNK 550. The ionic composition results are given in Table 
IV, as percentages of total concentration. The magnetic 
ion mass spectrometer results are given for I-I+, He+, N f  
and 0' ions. 
The composition agreement obtained is quite good. On 
WNK 550 the insensitivity of the spherical probe to O+ 
ions, as discussed in the section on plasma density, explains 
the composition disagreement with the other experiments. 
These comparisons have indicated that the three experi- 
ments show good agreement on ion composition results. 
The only significant discrepancy could be due to instru- . 
ment sensitivity limitations. 
The comparison results presented, although few in num- 
ber and not sufficient for a statistical study, are felt to be 
typical of the results from the Explorer XXXI satellite. In 
the measurement of plasma density, electron temperature, 
and ion composition, there is no significant systematic 
tdisagreen~ent between the various probes that cannot be 
recognized as arising from sensitivity or limiting considera- 
tions. There are, however, solne random disagreements 
which require additional investigation. In general plasma 
density results were within +20 percent of si~nultaneous 
Alouette 11 density measurements with .occasional vari- 
ations of up to about 1 5 0  percent. Electron temperature 
results generally agreed to within -+_ 10 percent with maxi- 
mum variations of up to 1 2 0  percent. 
Of the probes employed, four used planar flush-mounted 
sensors (ion trap, electron trap, magnetic Inass spectromc- 
ter, and Langmuir plate). The cylindrical electrostatic 
probes and the spherical ion probe were mounted on short 
booms about one foot from the satellite surface. This indi- 
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TABLE IV 
ION COMPOSITION RESULTS 
-.. 
Magnetic Spectrometer Ion Trap Spherical Probe 
- 
H + Hc + N + 0 + H + O+ H + 0 + 
- - .  100 - 100 - 
0456 99 1 - - 100 - 100 - 
Orroral i 1 
' Winkfield 550 1412 78 12 2 8 84 16 100 - 
1417 '86 7 1 6 96 4 100 - 
Blossom Point 730 1841 6 1 7 86 7 93 3 97 
1844 23 3 5 69 28 72 29 7 1 
1848 35 3 3 59 36 64 43 57 
Santiago 730 1902 1 - 2 97 - 100 2 98 
1904 1 - 3 96 - 100 2 98 
tes that correct plasma diagnostics can be achieved for 
ush sensors operating within the satellite sheath. It is to 
e noted, however, that electron density values from the 
lanar Langmuir plate (these results are not included in 
paper) are always a factor of from 2 to 5 lower than the 
ect value. The planar electron trap appears to give 
asonable results. The only significant difference in the 
o planar sensors is that the electron trap employs a swept 
rface area of about 55 cm2 while the Langmuir plate 
ept surface area is about 12 cm2. This suggests that satel- 
sheath penetration was not adequately achieved with the 
general agreement in electron density measurements 
n the Alouette I1 sounder, cylindrical probe, and 
tron trap also indicates that large magnetic field orienta- 
effects are not present. The anisotropy noted in elec- 
temperature measurements could indicate a magnetic 
The only area of major disagreement is in the measure- 
nt of ion temperature. The planar ion trap results are 
nificdntly greater than the results from the boom- 
unted spherical .probe. Although no serious conflict 
ccurs in the relative trends observed, it is likely that in both 
es there are measurement problenls which preclude 
olute significance for H +  ion temperature results. A 
limited comparison of the measured ion temperatures with 
radar backscatter results has been been attempted. This 
indicates that the spherical probe results for 0' may be 
somewhat low. No comparison data are available to resolve 
discrepancies in the measured H+ temperatures. A possible 
source of error in the ion trap measurement is sheath 
curvature. The analysis assumes a planar sheath. Knudsen 
[6] has considered such perturbations to ion temperature 
measurements with planar traps and found the resultant 
error quite small. Additional effort is required to assess 
completely the ion temperature comparisons. 
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Daytime Midlatitude Ion Composition Measurements 
J. H. HOFFMAN: C. Y. JOHNSON, J. C. HOLMES, AND J. M. YOUNG 
8. 0. Hulburt Center 
U. S. Naval Research Laboratory 
Washingtm, D. C. 30390 
An Argo D 4  (Javelin) rocket was launched from Wallops Island, Virginia, at  1828 GMT, 
, - 
Aug. 15, 1966, to rendezvous with a pass of the Explorer 31 and Alouette 2 satellites. The 
rocket reached an altitude of 120 km while the satellites were at 970 km. Identical magnetic 
mass spectrometers on the rocket and Explorer 31 satellite measured the composition of the a 
ionosphere while the Alouette 2 topside sounder provided electron concentration profiles. Ten 
different ion species were observed. 0+ is the dominant constituent from 200 km to 1000 km 
with H+ 5% and He+ less than 1% of the O+. The chemical equilibrium relation between H+ 
and O+ gives a value for the neutral hydrogen concentration of 62 x lo4 a t  260 km and a 
neutral gas temperature of 940°K. From the He+ concentration at  400 km a rate coefficient 
for the He+ loss reaction with No of 12 X lo-' cma sec-I is calculated. The NO+ and 02 scale 
heights from 200 to 300 km agree with those of Na and 0s giving credence to the ion chemistry 
involved. In comparing the results from this rocket flight with those of other types of mass 
spectrometers flown in a similar time period, it is seen that the major discrepancy lies in the 
n(H+) measurements, the present result being lowest. The in-flight calibration tends to indi- 
cate that a mas4 spectrometer is more sensitive to light mass ions than to O+. This phe- 
nomenon may account for the discrepancy noted. . 
INTRODUCTION 
An Argo D-4 (Javelin) robket, NASA 8.32 
DA, was launched from Wallops Island, Vir- 
ginis, at 1828 GMT on Aug. 15, 1966. It 
contained experiments to measure the electron 
concentration and temperature and the concen- 
&rations of the various species of positive ions 
in the ionosphere. The latter determinations 
vere made by a sector-field magnetic mass 
spectrometer, the results of which are the mb- 
~ c t  of this paper. The payload, which was 
separated from the fourth (last)-stage motor 
a t  a differential velocity of -1.5 meters/sec, 
reached an altitude of 723 km and was flown 
in conjunction with a pass of the Explorer 31 
acd Alouette 2 satellites. Figure 1 shows the 
trajectories of both the rocket and the satellites. 
~4 the point of crossing of the two paths the 
-roc$& was a t  its peak a.lt.itude of 723 km; the 
s 
Explorer 31 satellite was a t  an altitude of 972 
. km. The time separation was 120 sec, the satel- 
lite arriving fist, as it proceeded south toward 
the equator. The Alouette 2 satellite was 23 
lin 'ahead of Explorer 31, but followed the 
1 Present address: University of Texas at Dallas, 
Dallas, Texas 75230. 
same trajectory in local time. Data from the 
Alouette satellite are plotted a t  the same alti- 
tude as fpr the Explorer 31 satellite. It is as- 
sumed that any time fluctuations in the iono- 
sphere are long compared with the time 
separation of the passage of the two satellites. 
This assumption appears reasonable from the 
smoothness and lack of structure in the iono- 
sphere exhibited by the data. 
The mass spectrometer used to measure the 
ionospheric composition was a 1%-inch radius 
sector field magnetic instrument operated with 
a 2200 gauss .permanent magnet and a swept 
ion accelerating voltage. Both the rocket and 
Explorer 31 satellite carried identical mass 
spectrometers, except that in the rocket the in- 
strument was set to scan the mass range 1 to 
32 amu with a 2-sec period, while in the satel- 
lite the mass range covered was 1 to 20 m u  
in a 3-see period. Each instrument looked out 
the side of its respective vehicle through an 
aperture that contained no ion source since 
the mass spectrometer6 were designed to ident.ify 
and measure the abundances of the positive ion 
species that exist in the ionosphere. The detector 
HOFFMAN, JOHNSON, HOLMES, AND YOTJNG 
systems consisted of a magnetic strip type 
electron multiplier followed by a logarithmic 
electrometer amplifier with a current sensitivity 
range of 2 X lo-= amp to 1 x 10- amp. An 
internal calibration in the log ampIifier supplied 
currents of lo-*, lo4, and lo-* amp to the 
ampMer once each 100 sec of operation. The 
resulting output volthges were used to generate 
constants in a calibration equation that relates 
the 'output voltage of the log amplifier to input 
current. 
The general form of the data showing the 
peaks in the mass-spectrum from the satellite 
m a s  spectrometer has been described elsewhere 
[Hoffman, 19671. The data exhibit considerable 
roll modulation due to the high velocity of the 
satellite with respect to the mean ambient ion 
velocities, Eowever, since the satellite attitude 
is known and the spacecraft is in a cartwheel 
orbit (spin axis normal to orbit plane), only 
the data taken in the ram positio-n, when the 
angle of attack is,a minimum and the sensitivity 
of the instrument to eaah ion species is a maxi- 
mum, are used. The rocket data also exhibit a 
angle of attack (the 
aperture normal and 
at the time of measureme 
in each sweep of the mass 
lated, and an empirical co 
of attack was made 
solute ion. concentrations. 
factors that cause it to 
MIDLATITUIIE ION COMJXBITION 
b b i @ p  
d&- rn&tes earlier 
c E X P l O R E R  X X X l  
Fig. 2. Ion concentration as a function of altitude showing both the rocket data (solid 
lines) and the satellite data (broken lines). X's refer to  the satellite data a t  the point of in- 
tersection of the two trajectories. The Alouette 2 curve is the electron concentration from 
the topside sounder experiment matched to the Wallops Island ionosonde data a t  the F 
maximum. 
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TABLE 1. Latitude Gradient (% Change per ion profiles up to the sabfite 
Degree) in Ion Concentration at 700 km would be reasonable a g r k e n t  
from Rocket and Satellite Data 
Average gradient between 37.5 ON and 18.7 ON. rocket and satellite data except 18 ion. In the rocket 
Latitude Gradient water vapor that has outgmed 
Ion Mass at 700 km ment package, and has charge 
dmbient 0*, while the 
1 18 orders of magnitude 
4 17 vapor having long since been 
8 5.3 the satellite. Further evidence 
14. 4.5, 
16 2 .5  mass 18 peak is H,O 
the rocket payload, i 
. dl 
. '*. . - . >  ,- ' , = . . the upieg data lies ab 
- ?  , - ,  ,- .- 29 A'>.- : '. -I - - . both 0+ and N+ the 
shape of the ion collection volwe in front of downleg concentration 
the instrument aperture may depend on the The 0' profile follows the ~louette'-% +. h) 
mass of the dominant ion species. This effect profile reasonably well. O+ is by fa~~-tl$$oh- 
could cause an error in both the satellite and ~t constituent, being 94.2% ( i a b l u ~ ~  2.8% 
rocket H+ measurements. However, this effect HnO+) of the total ion concentration 'kt 700 
probably does not account for more than an km- N' is next at 4.1%, and H+ 
additional 20% error to the H+ determinations being a very minor constituent, 
as is evidenced by the agreement of results satellite altitude, indicates that 
from several of the ionospheric detectors on the with 0' lies well above 1000 km. A 
Explorer 31 satellite [Donley et d., 19691. Also is observed throughout the rocket 
the smoothness of the transition from 0+ and identified as 0". Ib acde height is vbfy large 
H+ and the agreement with the Alouette 2 data (actually it is negative but could bevhkite  
shown in Figure 5 of H o f f m ~ ~ n  [l969] would within the experimental error) h&ca2ing a 
indicate a rather s m d  error from this phe- doubly charge constituent of half 
nomenon. mass [Mcnge, 19601 (P. W. Mange1 
communication, 1969). It is unlikely, 
R E s a ~ s  mass 8 is Be:, since its concentrstiion 
Data were obtained on the rocket flight from than that of He+. The very low He? koncentra- 
425 km on the upleg to the peak of Bight, 723 tion shown here, 0.159.2 is typical ,of ;$$i$e+ 
km, and down to 130 km on the descent. Fig- values observed by the Explorer 31 s~@lIf.$~in 
ure 2 shows a plot of the concentrations of midlatitude regions. - > -7 ,  
each ion species as a function of rocket altitude The molecular ion constituents, N&, O*+, and 
with the direction of the arrows indicating up- Ng+ all have maximum concentration below the 
or downleg of the flight. The data plotted here F, maximum. There is a significmt cc&~ge of 
have been cokcted as desc-ribed in the previous slope in the NO+ and 02 at ttbobtrj 350 km, 
section. The solid curve to the right in the figure 
shows the electron concentration measured by 
the Alouette 2 topside sounder (G. L. Nelms, than those 
personal communication, 1968) matched to the creased ro 
Wall~ps Island ionosonde (L. Lohr, personal greater r 
communication, 1967) data taken at the time of 
flight of the rocket. 
The Explorer 31 ion composition resulb 
plotted as a function of height are shown at 
the top of the figure as dashed lines. The X'S 
are the values at  the intersection of the rocket 
and satellite trajectories (Figure 1). It should 
be noted that by extending all of the rocket Explorer 31 ion concentrations at '100 
- 
> 
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1 8 H  ia%i@di. Shce the rocket peak values 
a&$& '@'.5?N latitude, the difference between 
these ,se@ of values shows a latitude gradient in 
io@j$@pentration a t  eonstant altitude (700 km) . 
T&e Sirdq~ of the gradient are given as a func- 
t i b h 3  'ion mass in Table- 1. It can be seen 
th&& smallest ion mass exhibits the largest 
g I&. All of the ion concentrations increase 
towarddhe equator, but the lighter ions increase 
faster.' , -' 
'-I@g@ 3 ihows the Explorer 31 ion con- 
ce%~&@ d a h  as a funotios of both latitude 
and dftclde. The vertical Alouette 2 N ( h )  pro- 
d$p:tpe~~. as the electron .concentration along 
the Al.@&e 2 trajectory are also shown in the 
.figue:.+Yen merent  ion species are observed. 
The, I$$? abundant species are also shown in 
Rgure 2. *Of the minor constituents N*, mass 
N+ as does O", mass 8, and 
ratio varies from 6 to 7 x 1 0 3  
ratio is 3 x lo4. 
is V+. The P / N U  ratio 
variedLFrbm 2.8 X 10" at  700 km to 2.1 x lod 
at ll~~'$tn, whereas the OB/On+ ratio is 1.6 X 
10" and 0.57 x at the same altitudes, re- 
spectively. These values for normal ground 
level neutral nitrogen and oxygen are 3.66 X 
10" and 2.04 x lod, respectively. It would be 
reasonable to expect a diffusive separation of 
these isotopes at the satellite altitudes, and 
this is qualitatively borne out by the data. 
The mass 2 ion is identified as deuterium. 
It has a ratio to H+ of 1.1 x 10". The ground 
level D/EI ratio is 1.5 X lo". Both D* and H+ 
are formed by the well-known chemical equi- 
librium reaction with oxygcp [Hamon and 
Ortenburger, 19611 
written here for deuterium. If the rate Don- 
stant for deuterium is greater than for hydro- 
gen, then one would expect a greater D+/H+ 
ratio even at 700 km than for their neutral 
counterparts at  ground level. It has been ob- 
served by: the Explorer 31 mass spectrometer 
that the D/E ionic ratio is generally of the 
order of 10" below 1000 km, but approaches 
the ground level D/H value above 2000 km. 
BPO. 3077 AUG. 15.1966 
I 1835 Z I 
ALT 
-
at 35"N 
_ KM LAT - I 
Ion Concentration (IONS/CM~ 1
"ig. 3. Ion concentration from the Explorer 31 satellite mass spectrometer as a function of 
b 1 altitude and latitude. The arrow a t  970 km shows the point of intessection of the rocket 
and satellite trajectories. The dots on the 0+ curve give the electron concentrations along the 
Alouette 2 satellite trajectory. The Alouette 2 vertical profile is at 37"N. 
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x 
position data. At the time the satellit? o w  I 
I 
900 - MEAN ION MASS 
AUG 15,1966 
1830 Z the rocket trajectory tbe ion temperatufG I. I 
800- - measured by the spherical ion trap @J !n7:diI. . 
2100°K (G. L. Wrenn, personal commurnice~~r~~~! 
- 700- 
f 
r 
Y 
- 1968), whereas the- electron temperatur%;;;: I ;  
- $ "- ;I 
5 = O -  
400 - 1 
300 - 
 
2W- 
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~ i ~ ,  4. M~~~ion mass as a function of &itude. served above the F, maximum with El+-always 
a very minor constituent (4% of the O+-qt 970 
km). In  the lower region of the ionospliere H' 
1 
The mass 20 ion is identified a t  Ne+. The and 0' are in chemical equilibrium though the 
ratio of Ne+/He+ is 0.045 and is fairly constant well known charge-exchange reactioni'[T4amon 
with altitude, a fact which is difficult to ex- and Ortenburger, 19611, 
plain due to the large mass difference between By;;) , ; these gases. The ground-level ratio of neon to n(H'> = -- I helium is 3.5. Therefore, the 200 times de- n(O+) 8 n(0) 
/ -! 
crease in the ionic ratio over the ground level A plot of the ionic ratio a function af re- I 
neutral value could be attributed to a gra~ita- duced altitudes [Hawon, 1962, indicated by 
tional separation due to the large mass ratio. km'] is given in Figure 5. The r a ~ o  poi;llts lie 
Since both are noble gases they are probably on a reasonably straight line up to an'qtitude 
formed by direct photoionization of neon and 
helium. The photoionization rate coefficient for 
helium is 1 x 10" sec-I; for neon, i t  is 3 x lo-' 
sec-I [Hinton and Taeusch, 19641. The loss 
mechanism for Ne+ is not known, but i t  could 9T 
be assumed to be by charge exchange with N, 
in a similar manner to helium. For the He+/Ne' 5 
ratio to remain constant throughout the chemi- - 
cal equilibrium region, as is observed, a flow 
, mechanism may have to be invoked. 
The mean ion mass derived from the rocket 
profiles is plotted against altitude in Figure 4. 
The value at the satellite altitude is given by 
the X. Since 0' is the dominant constituent 
even at 1000 km, the mean ion mass is approxi- 
mately 16 from there down to nearly 250 km 
where the molecular constituents become im- 
portant. Finally a t  130 I m  tlie mean ion maw, 
30.7, consists mainly of a combination of NO+ 
and 02. 
The ion and electron temperatures were 
measured by other instruments on the Explorer 
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the source" a h  -&k for H+, the scale height of 
the rat@ & r(~+) to n(O+) is characterized by 
an effe6tive7mass of 15 amu and is a function 
of the neutral gas temperature. From the ob- 
served scakheight of 53 km', the temperature 
gas is 940°K. It is assumed that 
~ r o h ~ d m o d e l  of the neutral atomic oxygen 
distribdgontfmd with the aid of equation 2, 
the n%trd hydrogen distribution can be cal- 
culate 1 the :region of chemical equilibrium. 
The ~~@&l.,atmospbere of Harris and Priester 
L1962 iFa&:it :temperature of 962O and 10.7-em 
flux o!$!@ % ' 10" ,W,m2 cps was used for the 
atomid odygen profile that is shown in Figure 6. 
The 6$(t&shfed oxygen values of Krankowiky 
et a i . p -&I  for la'summer daytime rocket flight 
a t  W 1 t.f$j@ai$s are given as dots in the figure 
to wh&h%he h r r i s  and Priester model n(0)  
was nti@&$zed at 200 km, the normalization 
consta&b,eing 0.77. These oxygen mcasure- 
mentsrj&de-@n June 21, 1967, over White 
~ands,?I'$e$ Mexico, a t  1249 .MST are assumed 
to be 'apfilicaFle to the August 15, 1966, time 
of the@dy& rocket flight at Wallops Island 
for th$.foiIo"wing reasons: (a) the Kp indices for 
A~~ustT1.5 and June 21 are 10 and 9-, respec\- 
tively *u.@&h are termed quiet days), and (b) 
the io~,$gphpasition, as heasured by the K- 
plorer 31 satellite mass spectrometer a t  the 
same location and within 30 minutes of the 
same local time on both days, is essentially 
identical. 0+ is the dominant constituent at 
1000 km a t  a concentration of 1.7 x 10' on 
August 15 and 1.6 X 10' on Juny 21. The 
H+/O+ ratio is 0.039 on August 15 and 0.035 
on June 21 with N+ being the second most 
abundant constituent on  both days at 7.5% of 
0'. 
The calculated atomic hydrogen distribution 
from equation 2 and the n(0)  curve is then 
given as the dashed curve in Figure 6. For 
comparison, the Harris and Priester model 
hydrogen profile is given as the solid n(H) 
curve normalized to the calculated n(H) at 250 
kmf. The normalization factor here is 4.6. The 
calculated values agree well with the model up 
to 450 W where the s igacant  departure 
indicates that the H+ is no longer in chemical 
equilibrium dith O*. 
Krankowsky et al. quote a probable accuracy 
of 25% for the atomic oxygen number density; 
the n (H+)/n(O+) ratio probable accuracy is 
20%. Therefore, the n(H) probable accuracy is 
45%. 
The measured altitude profile for n(He+) is 
plotted against reduced altitude (shown as 
dots) in the right side of Figure 7. He+ is pro- 
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duced in the atmosphere by the photoionization 
of neutral helium and lost by charge-transfer 
reactions with N, (principally) and 0, [Bauer, 
19661. In the chemical equilibrium region, in- 
dicated by the solid line in Figure 7, the alti- 
tude distribution of n(He+) is governed by a 
scale height with an effective mass of 24 amu. 
From the me-red scale height, 36 km', up to 
400 km', the neutral gas temperature, T,, is 
1020°K, in reasonable agreement with the T, 
from the n(H+)/n(Oe) curve. The 1020°K curve 
is also shown in Figure 6. The chemical equi- 
librium distribution of n(He+) is given by 
where I,,, the photoionization rate coefficient 
for He, is 1 x lo-' sec " [Hinton and Taeusch, 
19641, and k is the rate coefficient for the loss 
process with Nn given by Ferguson et  al. 
[I9641 to be 1.3 x 10+ cm" sec-I. From the 
Harrh and Priestar model atmosphere used 
previqusly for n(O), the values of n(He) and 
n(N,) were found at  370 km', again having 
normalized the model curves to the data of 
Krankowsky et al. a t  200 km. In this case the 
normalization factors were 0.7 for He and 1.2 
for N,. From the measured n(He+) at 375 Inn', 
20 ions/cm8, k is found to be 1.2 x 10" cm" 
sec-I in good agreement with Ferguson et d. 
[1964]. 
Above 400 lan' n(He+) deviatq 'fr&m the 
scale height associated with chemiqal: equi- 
librium and enters a region involving gradients 
of the ion and electron temperature, !&,ad T., 
and vertical transport of ions. 
The ratio of n(H+)/n(He+) in the ihemical 
equilibrium region is .characterized bp:a scale 
height with an effective mass of ,$if amu. 
The measured scale height from the'left side 
of Figure 7 gives a temperature of 1606". How- 
ever, a 20% error in %(He+) at  350'kqrt bplies 
a temperature range from 800" to 20085K due 
to the very narrow altitude range in-?,&h the 
ionic ratio is in chemical equilibriur6:-&d the 
correspondingly large change in slope'@& error 
produces. . y t  
Above 450 km', the n (Hi)/n(He+); r@io ap- 
pears to be in diffusive equilibrium. :I% can be a shown that the ratio of the concentfa$ons of 
two ion species in diffusive equilibrium as a 
function of altitude depends only oirvBhe ion 
temperature, T' 
where go is the gravitation 
ground levd and z' is the 
height above 450 km' of n(H+)/n(B 
have an effective mass of 3 amu and 
measure slope of the curve in 
1 '-*?? 
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side) ives T, = 1030°K, constant from 450 P;Y km' t~ 660' km'. However, G. L. Wrem (per- 
sonal co~unicat ion,  1968) obtains a value for 
T, at the Eqplorer 31 altitude (870 kmf) from 
the spherical ion trap experiment of 2100°K. 
If it ik ksumed that T, = T, at 400 kmfJ the 
up&?&. !boundary of the chemical equilibrium 
re@k&.pd T, z 940°K from the n(H+)/n(O+) 
data, $:ladient in T, of 2"/Inn is required to 
two results. Clearly the dope of 
I .  does not show this gradient. A 
possible~bo~clusion to be drawn is that these 
ion ~ ~ $ 6 ~  are p6t in diiusive equilibrium, but 
. 'trinsport ~f ions &st&s the appamt 
gguil&rium conditions, md equation 4 
does 9th~ apply to give a m e a f u l  wale 
220 km to 300 km the 
NO+ and have scale 
heigh$of '30 lon and 26.5 km, respectively. If 
the fornation pmeesses of these ions are gov- 
. erned >b$ 'charge-exchange reactisns with Np 
and ~ ~ ~ & ~ e ~ t i v e l ~ ,  and the ionic destruction 
is~$&<~cjissocia$ive recombination, then they 
shku1d2be a-ributed according to the scale 
he'&&&' ,6f 'their neutral counterparts in the 
region,$$gve 200 km where chemical equilibrium 
occurs ;C~olmes et d., 19651. The Harris and 
priest6 -@ode1 Atmosphere used previously 
gives @@le heigh& of 29 km and 26 km for Na 
and 9, The agreement with the ionic scale 
heights--&n& credence to the ion chemistry in- 
volve$-@d the neutral gas temperature of 
940QE:, 
The:increase in slope of NO+ and 0,' at 
330 k$j$_.not explained, but is believed to be 
outside; the limits of _experimental error. Per- 
haps, ' additional source of these ions is indi- 
cate$ $. Also, diffusion would be expected 
tokdo&n%$e charge exchange above some such 
altitude. .diffusive equilibrium the scale 
heights-'%f these molecular ion species would 
be son$yhat greater than that of their neutral 
countejjp~ts: (the mean ion mass in 16) 
[Mange, K9f30IJ which tends to agree with the 
obsemations -in direction, but not so well in 
magnidbdb; -< : 
~hehcale height of N,+ being more than twice 
that of Na 'would tend to indicate that the 
major souice" of Na+ is not direct photoionization 
of Np. Pe$aps the He+ loss reaction with N, 
is import*, The agreement between the Na+ 
and NO+ gradients above 330 km may suggest 
a common source operating in this region. 
Several other direct measurements of the 
ionosphere over Wdops Island were made in 
the same year as this flight utilizing different 
types of mass spectrometers. Brinton et al. 
[I9681 flew a Bennett EF instrument on March 
2, 1966, and Maier [I9691 used a Wien velocity 
filter on a flight on Oqtober 6, 1966. Both were 
early afternoon shots. There is general agree- 
ment as to the gross features of the ionosphere; 
O+ is the daminant constituent, and He* i a 
very minor ion. There is, hovever, what a p w s  
to be a sigaificant difference in the aanentra- 
tians of H+, although the shapes of the profiles 
are similar, at least in the upper regions. The 
mass spectrometer in the current study, when 
calibrated in-flight as described above, yields 
nearly an order of magnitude lower n(H+) 
~aluee, than are given by the other two instru- 
ments. However, the n(H+)/n(O+) ratio curve 
yields a r e d l e  value fop a(EI). The wli- 
bration data show that the ion current meas- 
ured by a mass spectrometer for light ions 
(more so for H' than for He+) is greatly 
enhanced over that for heavy ions (0') by 
a combination of the higher mobility of the 
light ions, the draw-in fields of the mass spe-  
trometer en%- aperture, and the vehicle 
potential. The result is th& b-flight d- 
bration is essential to producing meaningful 
ionic ratio and concentration measurements. 
Data obtained by a sector-field magnetic mass 
spectrometer from a Javelin (Argo D-4) rocket 
flight from Wallops Island, Virginia, flown to 
rendewous with a pass of the Explorer 31 
satellite carrying an identical mass spectrometer, 
show O+ to be the dominant constituent of the 
ionosphere at all altitudes observed above 200 
km. H+ is of the order of 596, and He+ is less 
than 1%. The chemical equilibrium relation 
between H+ and 0' gives a value for the neutral 
hydrogen concentration of 6.2 x 1V at 250 Inn 
and a neutral gas temperature of 940°K. From 
the He+ concentration at 375 bm', a rate co- 
efficient for the He+ loss reaction with N, of 
1.2 X lo-' cmS sec-I is calculated. A gradient in 
T, of 2"/km from 450 to 970 km is inferred 
from the rocket data and the measured T, at 
the Explorer 31 altitude. The NO+ and 0: 
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acale heights agree well with the N, and 0, 
scale heights, giving credence to the ion chemis- 
try involved. In comparing the present results 
with those of other mass spectrometer flights 
in a similar time period, it is seen that there is 
a difference in the N(H+) measurements, the 
present r e d t  being lowest. The in-flight d- 
bation tends to indicate that a mass spec- 
trometer is overly sensitive to light mass ions 
compared with C)+. 
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Measurements of  t h e  Mass 8  Ion i n  t h e  Topside Ionosphere. An ion with a  mass t o  
. 
change r a t i o  of  8  amu is observed i n  t h e  d a t a  obtained by i d e n t i c a l  mass spectrometers  
on t h e  Explorer  X X X I  s a t e l l i t e  and on an Argo DY ( J a v e l i n )  rocke t  flown from Wallops 
I s l a n d ,  Va. on Aug. 15 ,  1966. A t  mid l a t i t u d e s  i n  t h e  nor the rn  hemisphere, t h e  8+/0+ . 
r a t i o  has been found t o  be of t h e  o rder  of 3 x 1 0 ~ 3  a t  approximately 1000 km. Also, t h e  
8+/Het r a t i o  is of t h e  o rder  u n i t y .  From t h e  rocke t  d a t a ,  t h e  a l t i t u d e  p r o f i l e  of t h e  
8+ ion  between 500 and 700 km g i v e s  a  s c a l e  height  of t h e  o rder  of  900 km. The mean 
ion  mass a t  t h i s  time was approximately 16 amu. An ion of M=16, 2=2 i n  d i f f u s i v e  
equ i l ib r ium i n  an ionosphere of  mean ion  mass = 16 m u  would have a  very l a r g e  s c a l e  
he igh t .  Therefore,  t h e  8+ ion  is i d e n t i f i e d  a s  Ott r a t h e r  than He2* a t  low a l t i t u d e s  
(below 1500 km). The 8+ ion is a l s o  observed a s  high a s  3000 km i n  reg ions  where no 
O+ i o n s  a r e  de tec ted .  The 8+/Het r a t i o  l i e s  i n  t h e  range from t o  while t h e  
concen t ra t ion  o f  8+ i o n s  v a r i e s  from 5  t o  0.5/cn3, and t ends  t o  go inverse ly  with t h e  
~ e '  concen t ra t ion .  The  mean ion  nlass is near ly  1 i n  these  reg ions ,  s o  Ot and ott 
would have e s s e n t i a l l y  t h e  same s c a l e  heights .  From these  d a t a ,  t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  of  t h e  
8+ i o n  being He2+ a t  high a l t i t u d e s  i s  no t  ru led  ou t .  
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Magnetic deflection m a s s  spectrometers have been used by the author since 1964 
to study the composition of the ionosphere from rockets and satell i tes.  Such in- 
struments have been successfully flown on four high altitude rockets and one satellite, 
the Explorer XXXI, which operated for 2-113 years  in orbit. Basically, the ins t ru-  
ment consisted of a 1-1/2" radius 60" sector-held magnetic analyzer (permanent 
2200 gauss magnet) with an electron multiplier detector followed by a 6 decade log- 
ari thmic electrometer amplifier.  The m a s s  spectra f rom 1 to 20 o r  32 amu (satel- 
l i te or  rocket instrument, respectively) a r e  produced serially by the repetitive high 
voltage sweep circuit, the position of each peak in the spectrum identifying the ion 
species,  and the amplitude of the peak being proportional to the logarithm of the 
concentration of ions in the vicinity of the entrance aperture of the m a s s  spectro- 
meter  (mounted normal to  the spin axis), which is dependent on the satellite attitude, 
velocity, and potential and has  a complex relation to the ambient ion concentration. 
An in-flight calibration is necessary to obtain absolute ion concentrations. 
The in-flight calibration was done for  the Explorer XXXI m a s s  spectrometer  by 
comparing the total ion current  (the sum of a l l  the peaks) under various conditions 
of ion concentrations with nearly simultaneously acquired electron density data 
from the Alouette I1 topside sounder satellite (Hoffman). 1) The overall precision 
of the measurements, after applying this calibration procedure, is of the o rder  of 
10% a s  is demonstrated by comparisons with other Alouette I1 data and the other 
direct  measurements prokes on the Explorer XXXI satellite (Donley e t  al). 2) 
Since data f rom a spin stabilized cartwheel orbit type of satellite like Explorer 
XXXI a r e  highly roll  modulated (Hoffman), 3, and only the r a m  position data a r e  
used, the spatial resolution of the data is of the order  of 100 to  200 km for  spin 
periods of 2 t o  3 rpm. On an oriented satellite such that the angle of attack is main- 
tained n e a r  0" the spatial resolution would be the m a s s  spectrum sweep period 
t imes the vehicle velocity, o r  from 6 to 20 km. 
A magnetic deflection m a s s  spectrometer exhibits good m a s s  resolution and sen- 
sitivity a s  i s  evidenced by the Explorer XXXI data. Ten different ion species have 
been observed between m a s s  1 to 20 amu a t  I(H+), 2(D+), 4(He+), 7(N++), 8(0++ o r  
2He+), 14(Nf ), 1 5(15Nf), 16(0+), 18(H20' o r  180') and 20(Ne+) amu, (Hoffman). 3, 
The sensitivity of the Explorer XXXI m a s s  spectrometer to  H+ ions is of the o rder  
of 0 .  3/cm3 and to 0' ions of the order of 10/cm3. 
A summary of recent scientific advances obtained with the magnetic deflection 
m a s s  spectrometer follows. In general i t  has been found from the Explorer XXXI 
data that below 1000 km 0' is the dominant ion species in the ionosphere (see Fig .  1). 
N+ varies from 5 to 30% of the 0' and is generally a minor constituent, occasion- 
ally, a s  low a s  5 % of the 0'. Above about 2000 km a t  mid to  low latitudes the iono- 
sphere generally consists of the order  of 99% Hf, the remainder being He', Df, and 
8+. The cross-over  altitude between @ and @ i s  quite variable, and is a function 
of several  parameters.  He' is a very minor constituent a t  a l l  altitudes being of the 
order  of a few 7'0 to l e s s  than 1 %. 
An ion peak a t  mass  8 amu is frequently observed in the data, always a t  low 
altitudes and not infrequently above 2000 km. In regions where of is the dominant 
constituent, the mass  8 ion is identified a s  o", formed by photoionization of o+. 
Its relative abundance i s  of the order  of a few x of the 0'. Llkewise a peak 
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Ion Concentration 
F i g .  1. Typical low altitude data showing ion concentration 
versus  altitude and latitude. Ten different ion species  a r e  ob- 
served. Alouette I1 electron concentrations a r e  a lso  given. 
2800KM 2900KM 
GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE 
Fig.  2 .  Ion concentrations versus  geomagnetic latitude for 
northern polar region. x ' s  a r e  Alouette I1 data reduced by stan- 
dard method. 0 ' s  a r e  Alouette I1 data by Hagg method. In region 
around 80-85" N, ions have an upward drift velocity of 10 to 
15 lrrn/sec. N+ is a l so  observed at concentration of 670 of of, 
(not shown in figure).  
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a t  m a s s  7 is ~dent l l ied  as N"+. These are the first data In whleh the doubly charged 
constituents have been observed. F r o m  2200 to 3000 km the mass 8 ion distribution, 
a t  a eoncentrat-ion of the o rde r  of l / c m 3 ,  favors the southern hemisphere in  January 
and February,  whereas, in the northern summer,  i t  is m o r e  equally distributed. 
0' is found above 2200 km in the summer  only in  the northern hemisphere and, then, 
almost always above 60°N geomagnetic latitude. On the other hand, ~ e +  appears 
a t  a l l  t imes  in both hemispheres.  
In the winter polar region above 2200 km, 0' has been observed to become the 
dominant ion constituent by an o r d e r  of magnitude in  a highly structured narrow 
region usually above 70" geomagnetic latitude. Figure 2 shows such a situation. 
The H? concentration exhibits 1 to  2 o rde r s  of magnitude trough a t  70" N geomagnetic 
latitude, whereas, the of region l i e s  to  the north, but not to the south, of the trough. 
Trajector ies  of various passes  showing this phenomenon a r e  plotted on a polar 
graph (geomagnetic coordinates), Fig.  3,  for the month of December 1965. Gene- 
rally, the a r e a s  a r e  confined to within 20" of the pole, and the local t ime of the o r -  
bits is dawn-dusk. There  is evidence f rom the phase difference of the maxima in 
the roll  modulation curves  in  these  structured regions, F ig .  4, that * ions a r e  
flowing upward with a velocity of 10 to  15 km/sec.  This is the f i r s t  experimental 
evidence for the polar wind (Banks). 4, In the summer,  the region of 0' dominance 
and the flow of J3? ions is considerably broader, extending down to  55" o r  60" N and 
shows much l e s s  s t ructure  than i n  winter. 
A Javelin rocket, flown on August 15, 1966 to rendezvous with a pass  of the Ex- 
p lo re r  XXXI satellite, carr ied  a m a s s  spectrometer,  identical to that in  the satel-  
lite, which was calibrated in-flight against the satellite instrument (Hoffman  eta^.^)). 
The resul ts  a r e  shown in Fig .  5 and summarized below: 
0' is the dominant constituent f rom 200 km to  1000 km with H+ 5% and ~ e '  l e s s  
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE 
GEOMAGNETIC I O A R  REGION 
COORDINATES 2200-3MM K M  
DEC 1965 180. 
REGIONS VIHERE 0" 15 DOMINEMT 
Fig.  3. Northern polar  region (geomagnetic coordinates) show- 
ing satellite t ra jector ies  of regions where 0' is the dominant 
constituent above 2200 krn and ions a r e  streaming outward. 
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Fig.  4. Ion concentration versus  time showing phase difference 
in the roll  modulation maxima of fFt' and 0'. 
than 1% of the 0'. The chemical equilibrium relati  
value for  the neutral  hydrogen concentration of 6.2 m and a neutral  
gas temperature of 940°K, using a Har r i s  and P r i e s t e r  model atmosphere6) nor- 
malized to Krankowsky e t  a1. 7, value of n(0) a t  200 km. F r o m  the ~ e +  concentra- 
Fig. 5. Ion concentration a s  a function of altitude showing both 
the rocket data (solid l ines) and the satellite data (broken lines).  
x ' s  r e fe r  to the satellite data a t  the point of intersection of the 
two trajectories.  The Aiouette I1 electron density from the top- 
side sounder experiment is matched to the Wallops Island iono- 
sonde data a t  the F maximum. 
t ~ o n  a t  400 krn a ra te  coefficient for the ~ e '  loss reactlon with N2 of I .  2 x 1 0 - ~ c m ~  
sec-1 IS calculated. This value agrees well w ~ t h  that obtalned by Ferguson e t  a ~ . ~ )  
from laboratory measurements.  The 1.0' and 02+ scale helghts from 200 to 300 
krn agree w ~ t h  those of N2 and 0 2  giving credence to the ion chemistry involved. 
In comparing the results from this rocket flight with those of other types of mass  
spectrometers flown in a similar time period, i t  is seen that the major  discrepancy 
l ies  in the n ( ~ + )  measurements, the present result being lowest. The in-flight 
calibration tends to indicate that a m a s s  spectrometer is more sensitive to light 
m a s s  ions than to 0'. This phenomenon may account for the discrepancy noted. 
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Studies o f  the Composition of the 
onasphere with a Magnetic Def ection Mass 
Spectrometer 
JOHN H. HOFFDIAN 
Pleas~rements  of t h e  composi t ion  of t h e  ion-  
ospllere usl.ri5; r o c k e t s  and s a t e l l i t e s  have been 
;lade w i t h  magnetic d e f l e c t i o n  mass spec t romete r s  
s i n c e  1964.  Such in s t rumen t s  have been success -  
i ' u i i y  flowr: 371 f o u r  h i g h  a l t i t u d e  r o c k e t s  and one 
s a t e i l i t c ,  th,e Exp lo re r  XXXI, which ope ra t ed  f o r  
zi/3 y e a r s  i n  o r b i t .  B a s i c a l l y ,  t h e  in s t rumen t  
c o n s i s t e d  of a  11/2-in. r a d i u s  60-deg s e c t o r - f  i e l d  
a a g n e t i c  arlaiyzer (permanent 2200 gauss  q g n e t  ) 
w.iti .1 an  e i e c ~ r o n  m u l t i p l i e r  d e t e c t o r  fo l lowed by 
a s i x  decade loga r i thmic  e l ec t romer  a m p l i f i e r .  An 
2nt rance  a ~ e r t u r e ,  covered by a  f i n e  wire  sc reen  
st  -5 v w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  v e h i c l e  s k i n  p o t e n t i a l  
ar:d mounts,; ;iorir:al t o  t h e  v e h i c l e  s p i n  a x i s ,  draws 
tons  Cros  she  3tmosphere i n t o  t h e  i n s t r u m e n t ,  
r~lzer'e a  nega t ive  sweep v o l t a g e  (-4000 t o  -200 o r  
- 1 5 ~ )  proauces  a  mass s c a n  t o  1 t o  20 amu ( s a t e l -  
I : icej  o r  3 t o  52 amu ( r o c k e t )  w i t h  a  pe r iod  of 2 
or 3 s e c ,  Ar- i n t e r n a l  c a l i b r a t o r  i n  t h e  log  am- 
p l l f i e r  sugpLfes c u r r e n t s  of 10-11, and 10-7 
arcip t o  t h e  a~:!plif i e r  i n p u t  p e r i o d i c a l l y ,  enab l ing  
t h e  a n p l i f i e r  ou tpu t  v o l t a g e  t o  be r e l a t e d  t o  i n -  
p u t  c u r r e n t .  
The  !nass s p e c t r a  a r e  produced s e r i a l l y  by 
t h e  r e p e t i t i v e  h i g h  v o l t a g e  sweep c i r c u i t ,  a s  i s  
shown i n  Ffg . l  , t h e  p o s i t i o n  of each peak i n  t h e  
,spectru;c iden ' t i fy ing  t h e  i o n  s p e c i e s ,  and t h e  
aliiplitude o.C t h e  peak being p r o p o r t i o n a l  t o  t h e  
i o g a r i t ? ~ ~  of t h e  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  of i ons  i n  t h e  v i -  
c i n i t y  ol? eo he e n t r a n c e  a p e r t u r e  of t h e  mass spec -  
?;rorneter, which i s  dependent on t h e  s a t e l l i t e  a t -  
a. ~ 
~ ~ ~ t u d - 3 ,  v z l o c i t y ,  and p o t e n t i a l ,  and has  a  complex 
! ?e l a t ion  t o  t h e  ambient i o n  c o n c e n t r a t i o n .  An i n -  
.F l ight  c a l l b r a t L o n ,  desc r ibed  i n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g ,  i s  
c e e e s s a r y  t o  o b t a i n  a b s o l u t e  i o n  c o n c e n t r a t i o n s .  
' ~ l h e ' e a t a  from t h e  s a t e l l i t e  experiment shows 
considerab:Le r o l l  'modulation ( P i g .  1) due t o  t h e  
k i g h  vehicr-e v e l o c i t y  ( e s p e c i a l l y  t h e  s a t e l l i t e )  
w l t h  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  mean ambient  i o n  v e l o c i t i e s  
and  t h e  si2.e ::'ounted (normal  t o  t h e  s p i n  a x i s )  en-  
t r a n c e  ape r> tu re  of t h e  mass s p e c t r o m e t e r .  However, 
s i n c e  tk-e s a t s l l i t e  a t t i t u d e  i s  known and t h e  
s p a c e c r a f t  i s  i n  a  ca r twhee l  o r b i t  ( s p i n  a x i s  nor-  
r;!al t o  o r b i t  p l a n e ) ,  i t  i s  most p r a c t i c a l  t o  u s e  
only t h e  d a t a  t,aken i n  t h e  ram p o s i t i o n ,  when t h e  
a n g l e  of a t t a c k '  i s  a  minimum, and t h e  s e n s i t i v i t y  
of t h e  in s t rumen t  t o  each i o n  s p e c i e s  i s  a  inaxi- 
mum. The r o c k e t  d a t a  a r e  a l s o  r o l l  modulated,  and 
an  e n p i r i c a l  c o r r e c t i o n  i s  rnade on each i o n  peak 
ampl i tude  t o  0-deg a n g l e  of a t t a c k  from a  d e t a i l e d  
knowledge of t h e  r o c k e t  a t t i t u d e .  
An i o n  mass spec t romete r  measures r e l a t i v e  
abundances of t h e  ions  i t  samples from t h e  ioi io-  
s p h e r e  bu t  can  be  c a l i b r a t e d ,  a s  i s  desc r ibed  i n  
t h e  fo l lowing  , t o  g i v e  a b s o l u t e  i o n  concen t r a -  
t i o n s .  An i n - f l i g h t  c a l i b r a t i o n  was done f o r  t h e  
Exp lo re r  XXXI mass spec t romete r  by comparing t h e  
t o t a l  i o n  c u r r e n t  ( t h e  sum of a l l  t h e  peaks)  w i t h  
n e a r l y  s imul t aneous ly  acqu i r ed  e l e c t r o n  d e n s i t y  
d a t a  from t h e  A l o u e t t e  I11 t o p s i d e  sounder  s a t e l -  
l i t e  (6 )  . l  The A l o u e t t e  I1 and Exp lo re r  XXXI s a t -  
e l l i t e s ,  launched piggyback i n t o  s i m i l a r  o r b i t s ,  
were l e s s  t h a n  30 min. a p a r t  over a  g i v e n  l a t i t u d e  
f o r  t h e  p a s s e s  used i n  t h i s  c a l i b r a t i o n ,  and i t  
i s  assumed t h a t  b o t h  s a t e l l i t e s  were measuring t h e  
same ionosphere  f o r  t h e s e  c a l i b r a t i o n s .  Compari- 
sons  were f i r s t  made i n  r e g i o n s  of a lmost  pu re  
( > 99 p e r c e n t )  H' of v a r i o u s  c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  up t o  
104/cc, t h e n ,  i n  r e g i o n s  of g r e a t e r  t h a n  95 p e r -  
c e n t )  0' i n  t h e  r ange  of l o 2  t o  5 x  105 ions/cc 
C a l i b r a t i o n  cu rves  f o r  t h e  two major c o n s t i t u e n t s  
were thus  produced a s  a r e  shown i n  F i g  2  F o r  che 
o t h e r  i o n  s p e c i e s ,  c a l i b r a a t i o n  was done by i n t e r -  
p o l a t i o n  The o v e r a l l  p r e c i s i o n  of t h e  neasu re -  
ments,  a f t e r  a p p l y i w  t h i s  c a l i b r a t i o n  p rocedure ,  
i s  of t h e  o r d e r  of 10 p e r c e n t  a s  is  dernoristrated 
by comparisons w i t h  o t h e r  A loue t t e  I1 d a t a  and t h e  
o t h e r  d i r e c t  measurements probes on t h e  Exp lo re r  
X X X I  s a t e l l i t e  ( 2 ) .  
S i n c e  d a t a  from a  s p i c  s t a b i l i z e d  ca r twhee l  
o r b i t  t y p e  of s a t e l l i t e ,  l i k e  Exp lo re r  =XI, a r e  
h i g h l y  r o l l  modulated and only  t h e  ram p o s i t i o n  
d a t a  a r e  used ,  t h e  s p a t i a l  r e s o l u t i o n  of t h e  d a t a  
i s  of t h e  o rde r  of 100 t o  200 km f o r  s p i n  p e r i o d s  
of 2  t o  3  rpm. On a n  o r i e n t e d  s a t e l l i t e ,  such 
t h a t  t h e  a n g l e  of a t t a c k  i s  mainta ined nea r  0  deg,  
t h e  s p a t i a l  r e s o l u t i o n  would be t h e  rnass s p e c t r u r  
J. 
Under l ined numbers i n  pa ren theses  d e s i g n a t e  
References  a t  end of pape r  
F i g . 1  P o r t i o n  of Exp lo re r  XXXI t e l e m e t e r  r eco rd  
showing sweep moni tor  i n  upper channel  and mass 
spect rum below. Downward b l i p s  a r e  markers. 
showing r echa rge  of h igh  v o l t a g e  sweep c i r c u i t  
Note r o l l  modulation of i o n  peak ampl i tudes  
( l a b e l e d  i n  arnu) 
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ION CONCENTRATION c o h c e n t r a t i o n  v e r s u s  a l t i t u d e  and l a t l , u a e  T'n 
d i f f e r e n t  i o n  s p e c i e s  a r e  observec~ ii- c'ueile I T  F i g  . 2  C a l i b r a t i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t s  . R a t i o  of 
e l e c t r o n  c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  a r e  a l s o  f l r  $ri A loue t t e  I1 e l e c t r o n  d e n s i t y  t o  H' and 0' 
H + 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  ve r sus  i o n  c o n c e n t r a t i o n .  Note 
s c a l e  change i n  a b s c i s s a  of 0' curve  
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sweep p e r i o d  t imes  t h e  v e h i c l e  v e l o c i t y ,  o r  from 
6 t o  20 km. 
A magnetic d e f l e c t i o n  mass spec t romete r  ex- 
h i b i t s  good mass r e s o l u t i o n  and s e n s i t i v i t y  a s  i s  
evidenced by t h e  Explorer  XXXI d a t a .  Ten d i f f e r -  
e n t  i o n  s p e c i e s  have been observed between 1 t o  20 + 
amu a t  l ( I i  ) ,  2 ( D f ) ,  4 ( ~ e ' ) ,  7(iTH), 8(oH o r  
~ e ~ + ) ,  144~ ' ) .  1 5 ( ~ ~ + ) ,  1 6 ( o t ) ,  1 8 ( ~ ~ 0 '  o r o18'), 
and 20(Ne ) amu ( 2 ) .  A l l  except  mass 1 5  a r e  shown 
i n  F i g  . l .  The s e n s i t i v i t y  of t h e  Exp lo re r  X X X I  
mass spec t romete r  t o  H' i o n s  i s  of t h e  o rde r  of 
O.?/cc and t o  0' i o n s  of t h e  o rde r  of 10/cc .  
A summary of r e c e n t  s c i e n t i f i c  actvances ob- 
t a i n e d  w i t h  t h e  magnetic d e f l e c t i o n  ;ia.ss spectra:-:"- 
e t e r  f o l l o w s .  I n  g e n e r a l ,  i t  has  beec  iou:id f r o -  
t h e  Exp lo re r  X X X I  d a t a  t h a t  below l O O C  >r.m 0' is 
t h e  dominant i o n  s p e c i e s  i n  t h e  ionosphere  (.Fir;.  .:,). 
N' v a r i e s  from 5 t o  30 p e r c e n t  of tihe C' a:?d H-I" i s  
g e n e r a l l y  a  minor c o n s t i t u e n t ,  occas:ior:ally as Low 
a s  5  p e r c e n t  of . the 0' Above about SCOO la:?. at 
mid t o  low l a t i t u d e s ,  t h e  ionosphere  gene -a l ly  
c o n s l s t s  of t h e  o rde r  of 99 p e r c e n t  H+. t h e  r e -  
mainder be ing ~ e ' ,  D', and 8'. The c ros sove r  s1tS.- 
t ude  between 0' and H' i s  q u i t e  var labl .e ,  b e i n g  ;, 
4- f u n c t i o n  of s e v e r a l  pa rame te r s .  He i s  a ve ry  
minor c o n s t i t u e n t  a t  a l l  a l t i t u d e s  b e i n g  oof the 
o rde r  of a  few p e r c e n t  t o  l e s s  tlian I perce i t t .  
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t i o n  of 3' i o n s  above 2200 km a s  a  F i g . 5  D i s t r i b u t i o n  of 0' i o n s  above 2200 km a s  a  
gesmagnetic l a t i t u d e  and season  f u n c t i o n  of geomagnetic l a t i t u d e  and season  
1:. L C . .  , e a k  a t  nhss  8 amu i s  f r e q u e n t l y  ob- 
t,:!.~ d a t a ,  always a t  low a l t i t u d e s  and 
qcencly above 2000 km. I n  r e g i o n s  where 
;cr,.i:iant c o n s t i t u e n t ,  t h e  mass 8 i o n  i s  
:IS o*, fo rned  by p h o t o i o n i z a t i o n  of 
J ; s  ~.~e~!;Li.ve abundance i s  of t h e  o rde r  of a  
--.. . 1 3 - 3  oi' t h e  0', 
- -,. . Likewise ,  a  peak a t  mass 7 
. " .  
.L -  I . , L : : ! ~ , ~ L ' ~ ~ L '  35 I.?. These a r e  t h e  f i r s t  d a t a  
-1'1 w:.Lcl: 31.s- doubly charged c o n s t i t u e n t s  have been 
Frhon 2200 t o  3000 km, t h e  mass 8 i o n  
L ~ - .  ,. i o a ,  at a  c o r ~ c e n t r a t i o n  of t h e  o rde r  of 
-i./cc, :'av or5 t h e  s o u t h e r n  hemisphere i n  January 
:.;i:$ Febrr;nr)-, whereas i n  J u l y  and August, i t  i s  
v.>,i,b 2 eq,r L,d-ly .) I d i s t r i b u t e d .  0' i s  found above 2200 
;i,o 3ti.iy i i i  the  sumner n o r t h e r n  hemisphere and,  
, nl::osl; always above 50 deg N geomagnetic 
. ' 
- ; : e .  :;:I t h e  o t h e r  hand,  ~ e '  appears  a t  a l l  
c! ,l'..:: iir to;n lie!nlspheres . 
m 2200 t o  3000 km, t h e  con- 
', a s  a  f u n c t i o n  of geomag- 
s e a s o n ,  a r e  shown i n  F i g s  . 4  and 
che l o c a l  summer, t h e  concen- 
s a b r u p t l y  a t  about  60 deg,  
a t lo r l  01' 0' r i s e s  corres ,pondingly  
a n t  i o n  s p e c i e s .  0' i s  seldom 
l t i t u d e s  except  i n  t h e  r e g i o n s  
north~4ar.d. These r e g i o n s  of 0' 
p a r t i c u l a r l y  s t r u c t u r e d  i n  t h e  
t o t a l  i o n  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  i s  a lmost  
of icagnitude below t h a t  a t  lower l a t i -  
i:li i s  t h e  dominant s p e c i e s .  
,.:: i.~c: ;,:inter p o l a r  r e g i o n  above 2500 km, 0' 
observed t o  become t h e  dominant i o n  
c o n s t i t u e n t  i n  a h i g h l y  s t r u c t u r e d  narrow r e g i o n  
between 75 and 85 deg N geomagnetic l a t i t u d e .  
F i g . 6  shows such  a  s i t u a t i o n .  The H' concen t r a -  
t i o n  e x h i b i t s  1 t o  2 o rde r s  of magnitude t rough  a t  
70 deg N geomagnetic l a t i t u d e ,  whereas t h e  0' r e -  
g i o n  l i e s  t o  t h e  n o r t h ,  bu t  no t  t o  t h e  s o u t h ,  ef 
t h e  t rough .  There  i s  evidence  from t h e  phase  d i f -  
f e r e n c e  of t h e  maxima i n  t h e  r o l l  modula t icn  
curves  ( F i g . 7 )  i n  t h i s  s t r u c t u r e d  r e g i c n  and i n  
t h e  summertime r e g i o n s  of 0+ dominance, t h a t  N' 
i o n s  a r e  f lowing upward wi th  a  v e l o c i t y  of 1 0  t o  
1 5  km/sec. This  i s  t h e  f i r s t  expe r imen ta l  e v i -  
dence f o r  t h e  p o l a r  wind (2 )  
An Argo ( J a v e l i n )  r o c k e t  was launched from 
Wallops I s l a n d ,  V i r g i n i a  a t  1828 GMT, August 1 5 ,  
1966,  t o  rendezvous wi th  a  pas s  o f  t h e  Exp lo re r  
X X X I  and Aloue t t e  I1 s a t e l l i t e s  I d e n t i c a l  mag- 
n e t i c  mass spec t romete r s  on t h e  r o c k e t  and Explor-  
e r  XXXI s a t e l l i t e  measured t h e  composi t ion  of t h e  
ionosphe re ,  w h i l e  t h e  Aloue t t e  I1 t o p s i d e  sounder 
provided e l e c t r o n  d e n s i t y  p r o f i l e s  
Data  were ob ta ined  on t h e  r o c k e t  f l i g h t  from 
425 km on t h e  up-leg t o  t h e  peak cf  f l i g h t ,  7 2 3  
krn, and down t o  lj0 km on t h e  d e s c e n t .  F i g . 8  
shows a  p l o t  of t h e  c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  of each i o n  
s p e c i e s  a s  a  f u n c t i o n  of r o c k e t  a l t i t u d e  w i t h  t h e  
d i r e c t i o n  of t h e  arrows i n d i e a t i r k  up- o r  down-leg 
of t h e  f l i g h t .  The s o l i d  curve  t o  t h e  r i g h t  i n  
t h e  f i g u r e  shows t h e  e l e c t r o n  d e n s i t y  neasured  by 
t h e  Aloue t t e  I1 Topside  Sounder (10) matched t o  
t h e  Wallops I s l a n d  Ionosonde (2)  d a t a  t aken  a t  t h e  
t ime of f l i g h t  of t h e  r o c k e t .  
The Exp lo re r  XXXI  i o n  composi t ion  r e s u l t s ,  
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p i g .  5 1011 c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  ve r sus  ;,reonagiletic 
l a t i t u d e  f o r  n o r t h e r n  p o l a r  r e g i o n .  X ' s  a r e  
Aloue t t e  11 d a t a  reduced by s t a n d a r d  method. 
0 ' s  a r e  Aloue t t e  I1 d a t a  by Hagg method. I n  
r e g i o n  around 80 t o  85 deg N, H+ i o n s  have a n  
upward d r i f t  v e l o c i t y  of 10  t o  1 5  km/sec. N' 
i s  a l s o  observed a t  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  of 5 p e r c e n t  
of o', ( n o t  shown i n  f i g u r e )  
p l o t t e d  a s  a  f u n c t i o n  of h e i g h t ,  a r e  shown a t  t h e  
top  of t h e  f i g u r e  a s  dashed l i n e s .  The X Is a r e  
t h e  va lues  a t  t h e  i n t e r s e c t i o n  of t h e  r o c k e t  and 
s a t e l l i t e  t r a j e c t o r i e s  . 
The 0' p r o f i l e  f o l l c w s  t h e  Aloue t t e  I1 N(h)  
p r o f i l e  r easonab ly  w e l l .  0' i s  by f a r  t h e  domi- 
nan t  c o n s t i t u e n t ,  being 94 .2  p e r c e n t  ( i n c l u d i n g  
2 . 8  p e r c e n t  ~ ~ 0 ' )  of t h e  t o t a l  i o n  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  
a t  700 km. N+ i s  nex t  a t  4 . 1  p e r c e n t ,  and H', 
be ing  a  v e r y  minor c o n s t i t u e n t .  even a t  t h e  s a t e l -  
l i t e  a l t i t u d e ,  i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  i t s  c ros sove r  w i t h  + 0  l i e s  w e l l  above 1000 km. A mass 8 i o n  i s  ob- 
se rved  throughout  t h e  r o c k e t  d a t a  and i s  i d e n t i -  
f i e d  a s  o*. I t s  s c a l e  h e i g h t  i s  v e r y  l a r g e  ( a c -  
t u a l l y  i t  i s  n e g a t i v e  b u t  could  be i n f i n i t e  w i t h i n  
t h e  exper imenta l  e r r o r )  i n d i c a t i n g  a  doubly 
charged c o n s t i t u e n t  of h a l f  t h e  mean i o n  mass. 
It i s  u n l i k e l y  t h a t  t h e  mass 8 i s  He2+, s i n c e  i t s  
c o n c e n t r a t i o n  i s  g r e a t e r  t h a n  t h a t  of Het. The 
v e r y  low He' c o n c e n t r a t i o n  shown h e r e ,  0 . 1 5  p e r -  
c e n t ,  i s  t y p i c a l  of t h e  He+ v a l u e s  observed by t h e  
Exp lo re r  XXXI s a t e l l i t e  i n  m i d - l a t i t u d e  r e g i o n s .  
The molecular  i o n  c o n s t i t u e n t s ,  NO', 02+. 
and N2' a l l  have maximum c o n c e n t r a t i o n  below t h e  
F2 maximum. There  i s  a  s i g n i f i c a n t  change of 
s l o p e  i n  t h e  NO' and 02+ a t  about  350 km, bu t  n o t  
i n  t h e  iV2' d a t a .  The d a t a  p o i n t s  below 200 km a r e  
s u b j e c t  t o  g r e a t e r  u n c e r t a i n t i e s  t h a n  those  a t  
h i g h e r  a l t i t u d e s  due t o  t h e  i n c r e a s e d  r o c k e t  ve-  
l o c i t y  and co r re spond ing ly  g r e a t e r  r o l l  modula t ion  
of t h e  i o n  peak ampl i tudes .  The r o c k e t  i s  a l s o  
I BPO 2884 lo3 EXPLORER X X X I  30 ,366 2950 <A4 I 2CGM- 
F i g .  7 I o n  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  ve r sus  c-  L 1.) LI -,icl L- 
d i f f e r e n c e  i n  t h e  r o l l  modulation ~ 4 .  31 13' T I C  
0' 
tumbling and ,  t h e r e f  o r e ,  y i e l d s  r e l z . t i ' ~  e l y  few 
p o i n t s  when t h e  a n g l e  of a t t a c k  I s  su ; . ' " ic ient ig  
sma l l  t o  enab le  a  r o l l  modulatiori c o r r e c t i o r .  t o  
be made. The r e s u l t  i s  t h a t  t h e  al-Lil;;l.cle of t h e  
maxima of t h e  molecular  c o n s t i t u e n t s  cay be in 
e r r o r  by up t o  30 km. 
I n  t h e  lower r e g i o n  of t h e  ionos jk iere ,  B'
and 0' a r e  i n  chemical  e q u i l i b r i u m  through t h e  
well-known charge  exchange r e a c t i o n  (21, 
S i n c e  equa t ion  (1) r e p r e s e n t s  both hc soul -i 31 J 
s i n k  f o r  H', t h e  s c a l e  h e i g h t  of t n e  r l t i o  of 
n(Hf)  t o  n(0') i s  c h a r a c t e r i z e d  by  ,n e f f e c t i v e  
mass of 1 5  amu and i s  a  f u n c t i o n  c f  t1.e ?eutrraJ 
gas  tempera ture  From t h e  observed s c z l e  h e i g h t  
of 53 km' , t h e  tempera ture  of t h e  neuc ra l  gas  I:, 
940 K .  It i s  assumed t h a t  Tg = Ti - e r e  
From a  model of t h e  n e u t r a l  a t o r i c  ox31geli 
d i s t r i b u t i o n  and w i t h  t h e  a i d  of cqJac ion  ( I )  t h e  
n e u t r a l  hydrogen d i s t r i b u t i o n  c a r  b c  c a l c b l a t e c  
f o r  t h e  r e g i o n  o f  chemical  e q u i l i b r i u m ,  The rsa- 
e l  atmosphere o f  H a r r i s  and P r i e s t e r  (1362) a t  a 
tempera ture  of 962 deg and 10 7 cln l l u x  ef iOC x 
~ / s q  m cps  was used f o r  t h e  atolrzc: oxygen 
p r o f i l e  which i s  shown i n  F i g  9  The icleasured 
oxygen v a l u e s  of Krankowsky, Kasprzak,  and Tiler (8)  f o r  a  summer daytime r o c k e t  f l i g h t  a t  W h t c  
Sands a r e  g i v e n  a s  d o t s  i n  t h e  f i g u ~  e  t o  whlch i ne 
H a r r i s  and P r i e s t e r  model n ( 0 )  was ~ i o r m a l i z e ?  a; 
200 km, t h e  n o r m a l i z a t i o n  c o n s t a n t  b e l l g  0 77 
The c a l c u l a t e d  atomic hydroger d i s t r l b u t i o ?  
from equa t ion  (1) and t h e  n ( 0 )  curvc  i s  t h e n  & i ~ z n  
a s  t h e  dashed cu rve  i n  F i g  9  For  coirparlson tl?c 
AUG 15,1966 I----^ --- 
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ION CONCENTRATION (IONS/CM') 
I'Q c 11oq ~ c ? c e n t r a t i o n  a s  a  f u n c t i o n  of a l t i t u d e  
s iowlryi t3 t l  t n e  r o c k e t  d a t a  ( s o l i d  l i n e s )  and t h e  
,?'.,-hl-te x z t a  (b roken  l i n e s ) .  X t s  r e f e r  t o  t h e  
~ ~ L c L I L c ~  d2td a t  t h e  p o i n t  of i n t e r s e c t i o n  of t h e  
:,kc Cr2 J - ~ ~ G P I ~ S  The Aloue t t e  I1 e l e c t r o n  d e n s i t y  
j ~ 0 . 1  Cae t o p s i d e  sounder experiment i s  matched t o  
t a e  k a l l a o s  I s l a n d  ionosonde d a t a  a t  t h e  F2 maximum 
Vnr r i s  aad :?rLester  model hydrogen p r o f i l e  i s  g i v -  ---- 
e n  as t k , e  ~ ~ ~ l i d  n(H) curve  normalized t o  t h e  c a l -  
~ ~ ~ l a t e c l  n ( H )  a t  250 kml. The no rma l i za t ion  f a c t o r  
2 s  I - .  6. The a l c u l a t e d  va lues  a g r e e  w e l l  
x i t p ~  %he :~.odel up t o  450 kmt where t h e  s i g n i f i c a n t  
-!- 3eyart;lr.e i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  t h e  H  i s  no longe r  i n  
cher21cal e q u i l i b r i u m  w i t h  0'. 
Kra:rkow:;ky, e t  a l .  quo te  a  p robab le  accuracy 
of 25 perse i i t  .COP t h e  atomic oxygen number d e n s i -  
4- 1;y; t h e  n ( ~ - ' - ) , / n ( ~  ) r a t i o  p robab le  accuracy i s  20 
pzrcen.5. Tke?ef o r e ,  t h e  n(H) probable  accu racy  i s  
LC'J p e r c e n t .  
The checiical  e q u i l i b r i u m  d i s t r i b u t i o n  of 
4- in;He ] ps3di;ced i n  t h e  atmosphere by t h e  photo-  
Lon iza5 io i  o f  n e u t r a l  he l ium and l o s t  by charge  
tr-ai2sl"er ;$i;;:ri :\i2 i s  g i v e n  by 
dk e r e  IHe the p h o t o i o n i z a t i o n  r a t e  c o e f f i c i e n t  
L C L ~ E ~  sa 1: l o e 7  see-', and k i s  t h e  r a t e  coe f -  
r ~ c l e n t  1 o r  k . 3  l o s s  p rocess  w i t h  N2 g i v e n  by 
I ? c r g ~ s o n  et dl (2)  t o  be 1 . 3  x 10-9 cc  s e c - l  
t1.e : lar r_s  and P r i e s t e r  model atmosphere used 
. zvlous-J i D r  a(0) , t h e  v a l u e s  of n(He) and n(N2) 
c r e  f oa 1- i; 170 kml , a g a i n  having normalized t h e  
o c e l  ,J,.T e: t o  t h e  d a t a  of Krankowsky, e t  a 1  a t  
/ I 0  xrl In ILkLls c a s e ,  t h e  no rma l i za t ion  f a c t o r s  
cr e  0 7 l o r  He and 1 2  f o r  N2 From t h e  measured 
&-I-, r 19 i r l ,  20 ions / cc ,  k i s  found t o  be 
150 4 I 1 
10' 10' lo' 10' 10. tos 
CONCENTRATION (PARTICLES/CM~I 
F i g .  9  Concen t r a t ions  of 0  and H  a s  a  f u n c t i o n  of 
reduced a l t i t u d e .  The model n ( 0 )  i s  normalized t o  
a  r o c k e t  measurement ( s e e  t e x t )  a t  200 krn. 
Ca lcu la t ed  n(H)  i s  t h e  dashed cu rve .  Model n ( B )  
i s  normalized t o  c a l c u l a t e d  v a l u e  a t  250 kmr . 
Normal iza t ion  f a c t o r  i s  4 . 6  
1 . 2  x 10-9 cc see-'  i n  good agreement w i t h  F e r -  
guson,  e t  a l .  (2). 
I n  comparing t h e  p r e s e n t  r e s u l t s  w i t h  t h o s e  
of o t h e r  mass spec t romete r  f l i g h t s  i n  a  s i m i l a r  
t ime p e r i o d ,  i t  i s  s e e n  t h a t  t h e r e  i s  a  d i f f e r e n c e  
i n  t h e  n(Hf) measurements, t h e  p r e s e n t  r e s u l t  be- 
ing  l o w e s t .  The i n - f l i g h t  c a l i b r a t i o n  t ends  t o  
i n d i c a t e  t h a t  a  mass spec t romete r  i s  o v e r l y  s e n s i -  
t i v e  t o  l i g h t  mass i o n s  compared t o  0'. 
P r e s e n t l y ,  a  second g e n e r a t i o n  magnetic de- 
f l e c t i o n  mass spec t romete r  i s  be ing developed f o r  
i onosphe r i c  composi t ion  s t u d i e s  and w i l l  be  f lown 
on t h e  ISIS-B s a t e l l i t e  i n  1971,  and t h e  AE-C and 
D s a t e l l i t e s  i n  1973.  It c o n s i s t s  of a  dual -  
channel  a n a l y z e r  s e t  t o  s imul t aneous ly  measure t h e  
1 t o  8  and 8 t o  64  amu mass r a n g e s ,  and a  "Peaks" 
c i r c u i t  which i s  a n  on-board computer t h a t  s eeks  
t h e  p o s i t i o n  and ampl i tude  of each peak i n  t h e  
mass spect rum t e l e m e t e r i n g  on ly  t h i s  i n fo rma t ion  
a t  a n  o rde r  of magnitude sav ing  i n  t e l e m e t r y  band 
w i d t h .  The d u a l  ana lyze r  w i l l  p rov ide  an  i n -  
c r eased  mass r ange ,  b e t t e r  r e s o l u t i o n  and s e n s i -  
t i v i t y  a t  t h e  h i g h  mass end of t h e  spect rum,  and 
a  sweep t ime of 1 s e c  p e r  spect rum g i v i n g  e i t h e r  
i n c r e a s e d  s p a t i a l  r e s o l u t i o n  o r  more p r e c i s e l y  
de f ined  r o l l  modulation of t h e  d a t a .  
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